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In Burn Legend, the tale of Exalted is told with a fist 
and written in flame. 

Set in the modern world, Burn Legend is a manga-
inspired take on Exalted. In this shard, the Exalted do not 
exist as heroes chosen by the gods to act as their politi-
cal and spiritual representatives. Rather, Burn Legend 
focuses on martial artists the world over, who are able 
to channel and use ki—the stream of life energy flowing 
through all things—to emphasize their martial prowess. 
Here, martial artists do not need the power of the gods 
to exhibit extraordinary powers. Their might comes 
from arduous practice of ancient techniques honed over 
centuries, and the perfection of physical form. Emphasis 
lies on the heart of the fighter, the mentality he uses to 
get through the day, to train until his next big fight, and 
his reasons for doing so. The Exalted do not exist as a 
quantifiable group of entities, but rather as an outgrowth 
of martial artists. In this shard, the term “Exalted” has 
no special meaning. Rather, the Exalted are the stron-

Burn Legend

gest of those who can attune to the spirit energy around 
them, moving it with their ki. By this connection, and 
through unlocking ancient and terrible—sometimes oth-
erworldly—martial arts, these humans take the next step, 
becoming greater and more powerful than any legend. 
It is said that in the moment a fighter reaches this peak, 
this nirvana, his aura bursts into spirit flames. He steps 
into a world alive with ancient spirits and new powers, 
and sees the ki of all things winding through the world 
and separating gods from men. Only then is the true path 
of battle open to him.  

 ***
Angel stood at the center of the gym, eyes closed, 

breathing tight, punctual, rhythmic. His goal was to chan-
nel his focus, to unwind his thoughts until he was a vector 
for thoughtless action; to let the extraneous flow through 
him and out of him; to push out attachment and feel the 
purity of unbiased motion, the pulse of life flowing through 
him. Gone was the roar of the crowd, ecstatic in the throes 
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of his latest victory. The fight that had defined his career 
was the one that nobody knew about. 

In his dreams, his father was still alive.
Even now, he could see the menacing glare of the 

man: the jagged, grating teeth, facial scar retreating into his 
hairline, hair rolling back from his skull like he was riding 
a rocket into a hurricane. Eccentric, Candy had called him. 
Fucking insane, like a mad dog, said Rachel. Small wonder 
he liked Rachel best. One look at his father’s eyes and you 
knew the man was crazy. His father’s former secretary used 
words like eccentric because anything else made her sound 
complicit. Behind his father’s businesses there were bodies, 
lots of them, and it hadn’t ended when his father hit the floor. 

Nor had killing him changed Angel.
He’d trained all his life—committed every last wak-

ing moment—to kill his father. He had to. If he’d put less 
than his everything into those countless hours, the Tiger of 
the West would have torn him limb from limb. He found, 
when his mother was avenged, that all the old clichés held 
true—but only up to a point. He still needed to fight. It 
was in him now, like a fever that rose when unattended. If 
he was an adrenaline junkie, then his highs were few and 
far between. He spent his days and nights training. Months 
passed in alternating hours of deep concentration, rhythmic 
breathing, and a physical regimen of punishing exercise and 
perfected motions that buried the art of fighting so deep in 
his marrow that he forgot everything, including his father, 
and all that was left was instinct. 

The clichés could not account for his ambition. The 
violence had not consumed him. He did not see his father 
in every opponent. He did not fight to keep the man alive, 
or to revel in catharsis with every opponent he felled. If 
that were true, he’d be in prison right now, not a national 
champion careening toward worldwide celebrity. Rather, 
in training to defeat one of the greatest fighters in the 
world, he had found a true passion for fighting. With his 
father dead, his mother was avenged. It should have ended 
there, but perhaps in becoming the man who could defeat 
his father, he had sculpted himself into a man who knew 
nothing about anything else except fighting.

Still, his moral compass was a strong one, and it had 
guided him to be everything his father wasn’t. He en-
deavored to be merciful instead of brutal, sincere instead 
of treacherous, and to use his strength to stand for those 
who could not stand for themselves. He never killed a 
man who didn’t deserve it, and so far, that list began and 
ended at his father. Angel had left a trail of bodies on his 
way to confronting Richter Hayes, but all of them were 
still breathing when he walked away. Like specters, they 
raced around his thoughts—so many battles in so many 
places, so many faces he could barely recall, countless 
names he could not remember. He banished all thoughts 
to the periphery, until his mind was like a whirl of color 
without context and there was nothing left inside but raw 

emotion. This he did not banish, but rather channeled. 
His passion, his rage, his love, his hate, everything that 
motivated him to fight, was that which made him be. 
He would not throw it away. This was the path through 
which his power came.

His eyes glowed and his clothes and hair were whipped 
by the compact winds of a local hurricane. Emerging from 
the sluice of cast-off memories: his father rising tall into the 
night sky, looking down on him with scorn, baring his chest 
for a chance at a strike the old man was sure to deflect. TRY 
ME, BOY, SEE WHAT COMES OF IT, said his father. 
Angel strained against the power inside, growling through 
his teeth as he struggled to control it. Tongues of spiritual 
fire rose up from his body, throwing flickering shadows on 
the gym wall. He thought of the fight; his father’s style, a 
coupling of strikes and counters, aikido throws bouncing 
him off granite platforms under marble statues that lined 
the steps; tangled fists and biting teeth and fingers in eyes, 
falling into the pool and fighting their way out, fists collid-
ing with flesh every step of the way; the insane thought as 
he looked down into his father’s dead face—Even with your 
hair wet down you look like you’re about to rape someone—and 
how he’d stumbled out the front gates as his father’s goons 
had gaped openly, expecting that when he’d entered they 
would never see him alive again. But it was his father who 
lay dead at the bottom of the steps in a smoking crater large 
enough to take a Buick. Yet here was his father, towering 
in the storm of his mind, pushing through it like a death-
god, a titan coming back from some distant Hell to take 
his toll in the form of a rematch. YOU HAD ME, THEN, 
BUT WHAT DO YOU HAVE NOW? YOU KNOW YOU 
CAN’T BEAT ME TWICE.

Don’t have to. Nobody comes back from that.
TRY ME! 
Angel grimaced, his eyes snapping wide, pulling all of 

his force and all of his emotion into a single pinnacle mo-
ment, a point at the end of his fist, rising up from the soles of 
his feet, drawn up through the Earth and pulled down from 
the sky. He reached in and found the well was bottomless. 
His stance unwound in violent, twisting motion, driving up 
from the hips, his left fist rising, trailing an arc of burning 
yellow-white blaze two yards wide and angling up for the 
ceiling. Drawing his right fist in to his side, he then stepped 
into the wave, driving his chambered fist forward into the 
heart of the blaze he had created, sending it roaring across 
the room with a force that shook the gym and sounded like 
a jet leaving the runway. “ROLLING THUNDER!” 

The apparition of his father shrank behind the gigantic 
wall of ki, burning up and dissolving as it dragged across 
the floor, tearing up floorboards and ripping up concrete. 
It broke over the back wall of the gym, blasting a massive 
hole in the sheet rock and slamming into the brick beyond. 
Tendrils of orange lightning crawled the walls and hit the 
glass fronting the gym, which glowed briefly white and then 
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the walls and heavy bags were blown off their chains and 
thrown around the room, shredded as if caught in an explo-
sion. Behind him, the practice ring collapsed on itself. He 
held the stance: right fist out, left in, both hands glowing 
with surging force. His breathing did not change. In seconds, 
the glow in his eyes and on his hands abated. Somewhere 
on the street, a car alarm was shrieking. 

Angel relaxed his stance, stood up straight, raised his 
hands, flexed his fingers, and lowered them. He did not know 
what these dreams of his father meant. He could only feel 
the storm gathering like the worst storms do—somewhere 
far from knowing. 

Whatever comes, I’ll be ready for it.

WHAT THIS GAME IS ABOUT
Burn Legend is an inverted take on the theme of Exalta-

tion. It focuses on fighters who do battle for all the reasons 
one might expect: for pride, glory, love, power, revenge, 
or simply to be the best. Martial artists require no special 
dispensation to kick ass; they harness ki, do battle with 
demons, and pit their martial arts against the twisted and 
forbidden magic of those who came before. Rather, through 
greatness fighters grasp new techniques, raise their fighting 
ability to the next level, and even make pacts for power. In 
Burn Legend, one is Exalted by the might of one’s own fist. 

Burn Legend focuses on offering a variety of powerful 
martial arts styles and character concepts which resonate 
with the traditional character archetypes of Exalted; how-
ever, these styles and characters, while deeply rooted in the 
mysticism of the martial arts world, are not Exalted above 
other martial artists. Rather, in Burn Legend, the martial 
arts themselves provide a path to Exaltation, which each 
character must attempt to walk in order to grasp power, glory, 
and victory. A Tennin mystic may fall to the savage kicks 
and knees of a muay thai champion, the fists of a world-
class boxer, or the kung fu of a shrine’s spirit guardian. In 
this way, Exaltation is limitless within Burn Legend, being 
determined by victory rather than divine favor.

THE MARTIAL ARTS
As much as the characters you play, the martial arts 

take on character of their own. Each martial art features a 
distinctive style that attracts a different kind of fighter. Play-
ers should consider the nature of the style their characters 
will be using. Some styles are vicious, built on bone-crushing 
strikes and relentless offense. Others are defensive, built 
on turning an attacker’s power and momentum against 
him. Martial arts styles are like puzzles which fighters are 
continuously striving to solve. Many styles known world-
wide contain techniques that have not been mastered in 
decades or even centuries. Other styles exist themselves as 
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an enigma, bearing techniques which can only be mastered 
by training the body and shaping the soul into a perfect 
vessel for reception of universal truth. Many fighters realize 
too late that the truth they have found has been yielded 
by an impure source, granting power which imperils the 
soul. Others relish in power whatever the source, grasping 
whatever opportunities appear and caring not for what dark 
corners of creation from which they emerge. Still fewer find 
a kind of fighter’s nirvana by walking their path alone and 
finding truth at the end of their fist.

THE LEGEND BEGINS
The fighter walks a path of many roads leading to many 

places. The path of the fight is a journey in which the fighter 
seeks an end that can be achieved no other way. There 
are many kinds of fighters in the world, and though many 
fight for love or money or for self-defense, all use their fists 
to seek a reckoning. Some are obsessed with violence, and 
use fighting to fill the emptiness inside. Some train so that 
they might redress the wrongs of those who will answer to 
nothing less than power. Many seek revenge. Still others 
use the martial arts as a vehicle for redemption. In their 
entirety, they are men and women who lead all the lives 
and take all the shapes one might imagine. 

Below is a detailed listing of supernatural martial art-
ists playable in this shard, each an analog to one of the 
Exalted. However, do not be deceived. Natural martial 
artists—regular men and women—who achieve mastery of 
a style, earn a kind of Exaltation. Martial prowess and the 
secret techniques of ki are open to all who have the talent 
and drive to learn them. At the hands of such a master, 
gods and the Exalted may fall. Therefore, purely “mortal” 
martial artists are the first kind of character playable in this 
shard. These characters employ a variety of martial arts styles 
and techniques listed at the back of this chapter, and share 
them with the Exalted. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERS:
Sinit Kra, ring name “Devil Tiger,” was forcibly retired 

from his championship at Lumpinee stadium after thirty 
consecutive victories. Feared for his reach and his aggres-
sion, and his willingness to fight anyone anywhere, Kra 
simply ran out of opponents. He recently returned to the 
muay thai circuit after two years of training and putting 
on more than twenty pounds of muscle mass. Since then 
he has captured the world championship and has taken his 
title around the globe, challenging fighters from all weight 
classes and promoting the dominance of his chosen style, 
muay thai. He is considered by many to be the greatest 
fighter in the world.

Jane Doe, red hair, mid-thirties, woke up from a coma 
after seven years and stopped a presidential assassination. 
She has only vague memories of who she is or who trained 
her to fight, but since she awakened she has been followed 

by shadows which seem to whisper, and men who regret her 
waking up and think they’re good enough to do something 
about it. So far none of them has. Jane uses a blend of tae 
kwon do and military jujutsu. She is incredibly resistant to 
pain and is ki sensitive. If an attacker is capable of harness-
ing ki, her adrenaline surges and she gains a burst of power. 
Since awakening, she has yet to encounter a fighter who 
can channel his ki, however. Because of her small stature, 
Jane is at a relative disadvantage against most opponents. 
Jane uses the reach of lightning fast kicks to keep her op-
ponents from closing, tiring them out until she lets them 
close, only to apply her jujutsu to bring them to the ground. 
An excellent ground fighter, Jane recently survived an as-
sassination attempt by putting a much larger attacker in a 
triangle chokehold.  

Jirou, a wild-haired man who lives and trains in haunted 
Aokigahara, is a maniacal practitioner of kyokushin karate 
who lives in his gi for weeks at a time. His past is a mystery; 
all he will say is that he was orphaned and lost in the world, 
and the martial arts saved him. A journalist once dug deeper 
into his past and found what she suspects to be a clue: tale 
of a street fight between yakuza and a homeless man that 
left a shopping district out several windows and doors. But 
Jirou will neither confirm nor deny his part. “The past 
dies when the sun rises, there is only today,” he said. Jirou 
gained mass media attention with his public challenge to 
any fighter in Japan who was willing to face him. Of the 
six who have answered, he won five of the fights, and one 
ended in a draw. Still, Jirou continues to train and makes 
headlines with each new emergence into the public eye.

Lemur Kan is the assumed alias of a major figure in 
the West Coast crime scene. Kan emerged in the wake 
of the death of crime boss Richter Hayes. Kan has been 
investigated by several police branches, including the FBI, 
for his involvement in organized crime. However, all have 
failed to ascertain much about him, or even if he is guilty 
of any crime. Sometimes Kan acts as an informant to law 
enforcement, leading them to major busts. Other times, he 
is frustratingly close to major failures in multi-million dollar 
investigations. Those few agents who have confronted him 
have described him as a handsome black man, mid-thirties, 
with a disarming smile, who never takes off his shades, and 
who is a self-professed practitioner of jeet kune do, with speed 
and motion to match his words. Now the only agents who 
are allowed to approach anyone even suspected of being 
Lemur Kan must be certified hand-to-hand combatants. 

ADVENT OF THE AKUMA
Long ago, the Yama Kings were defeated by the Leg-

endary Masters and forced to return to Yomi Wan. Ever 
since, martial artists seeking the ultimate power have 
striven to recreate the Yama Kings’ forbidden techniques 
and sorcerous katas. Most of them die, suffering a fate worse 
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than any, as their souls plunge into the Thousand Hells. 
But some have gained true power from the insights of the 
Yama Kings. Channeling hellish spirit energy through 
their ki, these fighters transform themselves into avatars of 
nigh unstoppable demonic force, turning the fighter into 
a kind of demon himself. Such beings are called Akuma, 
and throughout history they have sought to awaken the 
true power of the Yama Kings. 

Many fighters on this path are not aware of the existence 
of such beings. Some see them as mere myth. Yet others live 
the life of Akuma from birth, cursed by the unclean power 
that is their blood inheritance. Sample Akuma include: 

The psychotic arms dealer obsessed with fighting, who 
challenges any fighter unlucky enough to catch his interest, 
an interest that one day leads to his defeat at the hands of a 
Yamajin. However, he was able to sustain the diseased ki of 
his attacker within his own wounds, preventing them from 
healing, but allowing him to cultivate the wicked power 
of Yomi Wan in his own body, turning it into a vessel for 
the demonic arts. 

The scion of a bloodline cursed by the Yama King Xi 
Long, who can see ghosts and can even strike them with 
his tainted ki, burning them up and breathing in the va-
pors that remain. He uses the martial arts to try to contain 
his power, but when his emotions are piqued he runs the 
risk of it running loose, turning him into a vessel of wrath 
against anyone it might equate with one of the Legendary 
Masters—typically any strong fighter.

The human offspring of a human and the Yama King 
Ravanna. Such a child’s blood burns in youth and becomes 
almost unbearable during puberty. For female offspring the 
condition is especially worsened; male heirs often never 
manifest any signs of power. The burning blood can only be 
sated through violence, and such descendants are naturally 
pushed into lifestyles which involve fighting.

The crime boss Richter Hayes, who unknowingly 
stumbled onto the Akuma condition when he returned to 
Japan to challenge and kill his old sensei. After raiding his 
former dojo, he discovered ancient scrolls which contained 
what he believed to be demon-sealing techniques. In real-
ity, he learned to invoke the storm-calling powers of the 
Yama King Mikaboshi. His already-tremendous fighting 
prowess grew exponentially in the years to come, and he 
crushed many famous fighters in grudges, open challenges, 
and revenge duels as the years went on. Richter Hayes was 
killed by his son Angel, who sought revenge for the death 
of his mother, Sophia.

Oni is the name of a monstrous killer in a fighter’s 
myth from southern Japan. Oni is said to be a Korean, 
over eighty years of age, but built like a mountain. His face 
is spotted with age and cracked with strain, and braised 
as if it were on fire beneath. His teeth are nails, his hair 
tufts of volcanic ash flowing down from a bald peak. It is 
said that he remembers the days of war and murder, and 

was born from the blood and flames that swallowed the 
South Pacific. His hatred for the Japanese people drove 
him to move to Japan and live and train among them, 
absorbing their hatred and using it to fuel his own drive 
to excel and become stronger. According to legend, he 
emerges to stalk any Japanese fighter who dares to show 
his fists outside of Japan. Fighters in Honshu scoff at 
the idea of Oni as a superstitious legend, but fighters in 
Shikoku know better. 

YAMAJIN—THE INFERNAL EXALTED
When those on the path of the Akuma die, their souls 

fall to Yomi Wan, where they are judged by the Yama Kings. 
For most, this is the final consequence of their quest for 
power. For a few, it is a necessary step. The greatest of the 
Akuma know that a pilgrimage to Yomi Wan is unavoid-
able if they wish to attain true power. Some of them die in 
a moment of perfect harmonic bliss, projecting their souls 
into Hell through deep meditation. Others discover, perfect, 
and use an authentic Yama technique of such power that 
it is guaranteed to kill them. Others simply die in battle, 
as the physical world holds no further challenge to their 
ascendance. Upon dying, the Akuma’s soul falls to Yomi 
Wan. If he is powerful enough, he breaks the chains of death, 
and returns just minutes or seconds after dying. Only, he 
does not return alone. Such beings call themselves Yamajin. 
They seem as demons entire, bearing the hellish aspects 
of the Yama Kings and using sickening and blasphemous 
martial techniques of unimaginable power. 

The Yama Kings are not sealed in the Thousand Hells. 
Formerly, it was the martial prowess of the Legendary Masters 
that kept them from returning. Now it is each other. The 
Yama Kings hate and fear one another. Each has carved out 
his own piece of Yomi Wan, making it into a Hell of his 
own reflection. The vast dominions of the Yama Kings are 
what give Yomi Wan its name. Yamajin are humans who 
have become a part of Yomi Wan, their souls fusing with 
the essence of Hell to transform them into Yama Kings. But 
they are not spirits in true, nor are they kings. These miscel-
laneous demon warriors are quick to return to the physical 
world for their own safety. Unsurprisingly, a Yamajin who 
lacks subtlety finds himself equally imperiled in the human 
world. Where Yama Kings seek to use him or devour him, 
various demon-slaying martial artists will track him to the 
ends of the Earth. 

A Yamajin’s quest only continues after his return to 
life. He must seek out a realm of spiritual significance, a 
place where he can bind the physical and spiritual realms 
together, and turn this into a shrine to his own power. There 
he can safely conceal himself and begin to build his power 
bases, while transforming his “Little Hell” into a reflection 
of his soul through various profane and tainted katas and 
hell-born techniques.
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TENNIN—THE SIDEREAL EXALTED
Demon Saints who slay the devils of the world, the 

Tennin are divine mortals who utilize the demon killing 
arts to great effect. All Tennin were once spiritually gifted 
mortals who drew the attention of the shinma and made 
a pact with them for power. The shinma are a race of de-
mons that came from the stars to settle on Earth. Now they 
consider the Earth their home; to defend it from evil spirits 
and other malevolence, they choose mortal champions 
and grant them power. The souls of the Tennin are fused 
with the shinma. They can tap into the shinma to see into 
the spirit world, and to sense ki flows instinctively. These 
talents make the Tennin incredible martial artists, and 
through their connection with these ancient spirits they 
are able to exude martial principles unbowed by the physics 
of the natural world.

Whether the Tennin take their name from the beings 
of Japanese lore, or Japanese lore is describing the chosen of 
the shinma is unclear. During the Heian Period, the Tennin 
masqueraded as onmyoji, using divination and spirit-sensing 
talents to influence the government. This allowed them 
greater freedom to act against yokai disguised as public 
officials or respected members of society. During this time, 
the Tennin fought in the Eight Demons’ War against a 
legendary clan of devils, and they used their influence to 
protect the nation against demonic incursion.

Though they have similar goals, the Ryuujin have long 
distrusted the Tennin. Occasionally one of the Demon 
Saints becomes addicted to the disruption of spirit energy 
caused by their techniques and begins to kill powerful 
fighters just for the sensation of rending their souls apart. 
Such Soulslayers have not gone unnoticed by the demons 
of the world, and Yamajin actively seek to lure the Ten-
nin into acts of murder, potentially turning their natural 
predators into allies.  

OF THE SHINMA
Little is known about the shinma, even by the Tennin. 

They are spirits, but they cannot be approached or struck 
like ghosts or demons. They cannot even be seen unless the 
Tennin is using her ki to express her divine power, and even 
then, the shinma may not be seen, only briefly experienced 
as a thought, an image, a voice, a taste, an instinct. The 
shinma do have names, and varying appearances. Some 
appear as runes in a lost language; while others appear as 
various disembodied anatomy: a hand that teaches the fist, 
an eye that teaches to see, a mouth and lungs that teaches 
to breathe. Others are more spectacular; a blue widow in 
silk robes whose eyes blaze behind her veil; an upside down 
flame that salivates burning venom into the mind of the 
Tennin as she channels poisonous ki through her body. 

Many Tennin believe that the shinma exist as facets of 
themselves; that their own existence and perceptions of the 

shinma are what give them power. The legendary Soulslayer 
Mijin believed as much: driven insane by the murder of his 
wife at the hands of yokai, he vowed to destroy the shinma 
he blamed for her death—after all, she would not have been 
targeted if he had never become a Demon Saint. To this 
day, it is his goal to slay all Tennin, last of all himself, and 
end the shinma’s bid for power.

When a Tennin is approached by the shinma, it begins 
in dreams and extends to the waking day. The would-be 
Tennin begins to see things around his neighborhood or ward 
that are not correct; the evidence of spirits moving through 
the world, some of these malevolent. The shinma warns the 
candidate of danger to himself or those close to him. This 
prediction proves correct. The seer, possibly through lack 
of caution or experience, finds himself hunted by a wicked 
spirit, seeking to drink his breath. Fearing for his own sanity, 
he begins to try to understand what is happening to him. 
When that fails, he attempts to contact the shinma, who 
come to him when he is in the depths of concentration. The 
shinma tell him of their origin, how they came from the stars 
to settle on Earth and live in peace, and how some amongst 
them broke away to rule as gods over men. These shinma 
were transformed by their vices into demons called yokai, 
and over time, when the yokai learned they could not rule 
over men, they learned instead to prey on them, battening 
on souls and twisting themselves into more hideous forms. 
The shinma offer the candidate their power, honed and 
harnessed through martial discipline, to rid the world of 
evil spirits and keep their loved ones safe. In return, they 
become intertwined with the shinma.

RYUUJIN—THE DRAGON-BLOODED
The Ryuujin count themselves as the living descendants 

of the Five Dragon Gods, dragons that wind around the 
pillars which hold up Heaven and Earth. As the dragons 
before them, the Ryuujin swore to destroy anything that 
threatens to shatter those pillars, casting those realms 
into chaos. The Ryuujin are typically broken up into five 
bloodlines, one for each of the ancient elements. Through 
rigorous martial arts training, the Ryuujin learn to unlock 
the power hidden deep in their blood, to control the ele-
ments and use them as a weapon. 

Once, the Ryuujin boasted several great families spread 
across Asia, but through in-fighting and dereliction, these 
powerful dynasties have been shattered, save for a few houses 
remaining in Japan. Lesser households have dispersed across 
the globe, carrying their legends and traditions with them, 
and may now be found such disparate locales as Europe, 
Brazil, and North America. Traditionally, they are hunt-
ers of ghosts and other evil spirits. The shinma and their 
wicked counterparts, the yokai, have also been the targets of 
Ryuujin wrath. In the past, they moved across the country, 
using their exorcising fists and cleansing flames to destroy 
wicked spirits. More recently, the Ryuujin have become 
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stationary. They make their houses in spiritually significant 
places—some say over physical gateways to the Thousand 
Hells—and guard these places with their lives.

The few itinerant Ryuujin are sent out into world on 
rumors of the appearance of fighters who can control the 
elements. Ryuujin who emerge without the support structure 
of a family will find themselves hunted by the Akuma, who 
wish to use their mystic blood in rites which may reveal the 
secrets of the Yama Kings. As such, itinerant Ryuujin seek 
to destroy Akuma wherever they find them.

THE DRAGON’S AWAKENING
Through marriage and through tryst, dragon blood has 

made its way across the globe, carried over centuries and 
across generations. Ryuujin call it the Sleeping Dragon, 
for many who carry it will never know it. The blood of the 
dragons must be stoked by spirit flame in order to awaken. 
In other words, Ryuujin powers are awakened by fighting. 

Because of this, Ryuujin families train their children 
from youth to be martial artists and to learn to focus their ki. 
This training involves a special diet and breathing exercises 
that graduate into a more challenging physical regimen as 
the child grows. Mental and spiritual cultivation includes 
puzzles and riddles meant to teach each individual about 
his own heart. 

But not all Ryuujin are aware they possess this mystic 
genome. Over the centuries, Ryuujin begat children they 
never knew. In more recent times, Ryuujin families broke 
away from the old traditions, leaving the world of ghosts 
and demons behind to enter modern society. They changed 
their names and moved far from the grip of their former 
culture. When they had children, they taught them nothing 
of their true heritage. These children went on, in turn, to 
raise children who were unaware of their past. 

Yet the dragon families still track down lone Ryuujin. 
Beyond the obvious signs, such as fighters who can comb 
flame through the air with a pass of their hands, the Ryuujin 
employ genetic science to their cause. While dragon blood 
cannot be detected by scientific means, DNA testing allows 
the Ryuujin to identify close and distant relatives. For this 
reason, many family members take up genealogy on the side 
and become quite good at tracing family records. 

But there is another component to the quest for lost 
eggs. For unknown reasons, a Ryuujin gains a sudden burst 
of instinct about a person who has dragon blood. This 
instinct—called Dragon Sense—is infallible. It comes on 
like a flash of light in the Ryuujin’s mind, and he both sees 
and feels the dragon sleeping within a person’s soul. Though 
it is rare and occurs wholly by chance, this sensation is so 
precise that the Ryuujin have gone so far as to patrol ma-
ternity wards, trying trigger the Sense in close proximity to 
newborns. Of those that do register, the Ryuujin mark that 
child’s course through life. Such children often experience 
circumstances beyond belief, as if they were being protected 

by guardian angels. But there is also a dark side to the tale—
dragon families that are desperate for power are not above 
kidnapping lost eggs so that they might raise them as their 
own, and guarantee that the Sleeping Dragon awakens.

THE DRAGON ASPECTS
Through harnessing his ki, each Aspect of the Ryuujin 

can learn to harness a different element. 
Dragons of Flame are boisterous and aggressive. They 

are often charismatic and given to hot tempers and flashi-
ness. If one is considered arrogant, he can usually back it 
up. Flame techniques are unleashed in bursts at the end of 
attacks, or as a product of the breath or the channeling of 
ki. Pulling his hands from his middle a Dragon of Flame 
may draw the very essence of flame from his core and wind 
it through the air like a crimson battle standard, unleash-
ing it in torrents upon his foes. The advanced technique 
of the Flame is the Shadow Jutsu: the Fire Aspect learns to 
channel and control shadows, winding them around himself 
like a cloak or using them to strangle or slash at opponents.

Dragons of Wind are energetic and heedless, fearless and 
shameless. Such Ryuujin exhibit almost effortless control 
over their bodies, moving with incredible speed and grace 
and without thought. When riled, they can be calamitous. 
Wind techniques are birthed from the breath and the core 
of the body, much as fire, but unlike fire they do not ac-
centuate strikes. Rather, the wind can be channeled along 
the curve of punches or kicks to generate gales that push or 
turn opponents, or even send them flying in the twist of a 
cyclone. The advanced technique of the Wind is Lightning 
Jutsu: the Air Aspect binds the wind into a blazing sheet 
that he flings from his fingertips. This is perhaps the most 
ki-concentrated attack a Ryuujin is capable of, and one of 
the most feared. Those who can bind Lightning also use it to 
electrify their attacks, stunning or crippling their opponents.

Dragons of Water are patient but never inactive. They 
are naturally curious and there is little which fails to interest 
them. As fighters, they adapt quickly to changes in their 

THE DRAGON SENSE

The order in which the Ryuujin sense one 
another is as follows: Fire senses Wood; Wood 
senses Earth; Earth senses Air; Air senses Water; 
and Water senses Fire. When a Fire Aspect senses 
the Sleeping Dragon within a person, that person 
will infallibly turn out to become a dragon of Wood. 
When a Water Apect has the sense, her suspect 
will always turn out to be a Fire aspect. The Dragon 
Sense does not apply to Ryuujin who have already 
awakened their powers.
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opponent and find it easy to rebound from an unexpected 
change in combat. Like the waves, they are inexorable, 
retreating with seamless grace and returning with brutal 
power. The binding of water is somewhat more difficult than 
wind or fire. Water Aspects require a source of water with 
which to fight, manipulating it with their ki. A Ryuujin of 
the Waves can dance on water, winding the surface through 
his kata and around his body, striking down opponents with 
lashing blows and driving them down with torrents of water. 
The advanced technique of the Water is the Frost Jutsu: a 
Water Aspect needs no source of water to breathe ice into 
the world or to draw it from his core. One such technique 
includes the ability to freeze the surface underfoot and use 
it to slide toward an opponent, or to ruin an opponent’s 
footing. Another involves unleashing a torrent of sub-zero 
ki to freeze an opponent in place.

Dragons of Earth are stoic and resolute. They are patient 
and unmoving, listening with their hearts, feeling the flow 
of ki around them to such keen degree that they see future 
instants just before they occur. Like the Dragons of Water, 
Earth Ryuujin must rely on the earth and stone around 
them to generate attacks. Generally this involves katas in 
which they draw up landmasses with their arms, punch stone 
masses through the air with a jerk of their fists, or stomp 
whole sections of earth into the air with their heels. Earth 
binding is perhaps one of the most shocking techniques of 
the Ryuujin, as the Ryuujin may tear the ground and even 
local structures out of shape with his control over the ele-
ments. The advanced technique of the Earth is Iron Jutsu: 
the Earth Aspect may even shape metal with his ki. Metal 
is more difficult to bind than earth, and fewer techniques 
have been developed. Earth Aspects find it useful when 
confronted with steel doors or opponents wielding metal 
weapons or wearing armor, however.

Dragons of Wood are inquisitive, but peaceful. They 
accept the feelings of others and are compassionate as a 
rule, but do not get caught up in the passions of others. 
Such Ryuujin hide their own passions deep inside, and only 
those who penetrate deep into their hearts ever learn the 
true depths of a Wood Aspect’s soul. The binding of wood 
is unique: like a tree, Wood shapes the wind in its branches 
and the earth at its roots; it drinks in the water and shapes 
it into rain and it takes on flame, binding it into the form of 
the tree. Wood is the binding and the moving of the other 
four elements. The power is unique among the Ryuujin; 
Dragons of Wood are the only Ryuujin who can control 
the other four elements, and they are also the rarest of the 
Ryuujin. However, Wood has no advanced technique, and 
cannot use the advanced techniques of the other elements.

OKAMI—THE LUNAR EXALTED
Okami are earth spirits descended from the moon, who 

are born as humans every thousand years. Each protects a 
wild, untouched region of the Earth, and is only drawn to 

the world of man by two things: the appearance of those 
who threaten the life of the planet, and one of the deadly 
sins of man, which each of the Okami represents; when a 
society falls prey to the sins, the Okami are free to hunt there 
until order is restored, according to the most ancient laws. 

Okami grow up as human children, but it becomes ap-
parent immediately that something is very wrong. Early on, 
they develop heightened senses and preternatural instincts 
about the weather and natural disasters. By the time most 
Okami are of school age, they can see and hear ghosts. Some 
may continue some semblance of a normal life, but all feel 
irreversibly compelled away from the lives that have been 
built for them. Often, Okami simply walk away from their 
families and their identities, following a voice only they can 
hear. This voice guides them to a wild place, where they 
commune by starlight with the moon and hear the spirit 
of the Earth calling them to be its guardian. Upon hearing 
this, the Okami is transformed into a great beast of legend. 
Such creatures reflect the fusion of man and animal present 
in werewolves, but have also had the seeming of mermen 
and more human catgirls.

The Okami use martial arts derived from their bestial 
forms. They may appear as humans but seldom ever do so, 
developing a suspicion for the world of men. However, 
they’re known to be sympathetic to children and value 
strong people who are kind to those weaker than themselves. 
Okami generally become involved in the struggles of the 
world’s martial artists when their actions lead to the corrup-
tion of a society, or when they seek to unleash demons or 
other wicked spirits upon the land. However, Okami have 
been drawn out of hiding by pure curiosity, when a fighter 
develops such power that it sends a surge of spirit energy 
traveling through the world like a ripple. More recently, 
several Okami have begun to appear in cities across the 
world, drawn by the rumors of a Yamajin who seeks to 
reunite the worlds of matter and spirit. 

An Okami can sense disturbances in the natural flow 
of ki. Such disturbances, emanating from far away, come to 
the Okami in dreams and visions, sometimes even in scents 
carried on the wind, or by voices that whisper of it within 
nature. Okami have the power to sense and commune with 
spirits, and in the wild they often do, learning of the actions 
of societies they have left far behind. Wild spirits see the 
Okami as a kind of problem solver, though some Okami are 
gruff and wish only to be left alone. One such Okami, the 
wolf called Byur-on-the-Mountain, trained a fighter on the 
sacred peak of her domain for simply surviving the climb. 

Some Okami like to live in corrupt society, where 
they are free to stalk and hunt in the concrete jungle. As 
humans, they blend in with society. As monsters, they are 
its greatest predators and night terrors. Such Okami often 
work to keep society a place of corruption, so that they may 
continue to stalk the streets. Some Okami actively target 
wicked men for slaughter, in order to trim back the fever 
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that drives a society to endanger the world. At times, such 
dogmatically opposed Okami are destined to collide, leaving 
city-dwellers to wonder what sort of animals leave slashes 
in concrete and steel. Other Okami are loath to hunt their 
own brethren, as secrecy is a vital facet of Okami existence. 
Often they enlist the aid of martial artists to try to drive 
out Okami who revel in corruption. 

Once in a lifetime, an Okami will sense the ki of one 
whose spirit energy is compatible with her own. If she 
sleeps with this person, the offspring will be Okami. Such 
Okami are not considered to be reborn—that is, they are 
not reincarnated spirits—though they are considered full 
descendants of the moon.

SHINIGAMI—THE ABYSSAL EXALTED
The wounded world cries for vengeance. Devils loosed 

by the Yamajin, the Shinigami answer that call. Long ago, 
the Yama Kings tore tracts from the chakras of the planet 
to make their dominions, and the world still bleeds. Spirits 
ply the souls of men from the natural cycle of reincarnation, 
guiding them to personal Heavens and Hells so that they do 
not complete the cycle of rebirth. Mighty men, ever hungry 
for power, pull the ki of the universe out of harmony to fuel 
their wars and realize their ambitions. The world is angry, and 
the Shinigami are its wrath. They are the dread shadows of 
the martial world, champions of death unleashed to becalm 
the fire raging at the heart of the universe.

The Shinigami are chosen from those who have lost their 
reason for living at the hands of the violent and powerful. 
They are approached with an offer to leave their lives behind, 
to train in a killing art devised long before man learned to 
make a fist. Those who accept vanish from their old lives. 
When they re-emerge, they are as the priest-champions 
of the hewer, demonic s�ttvikas who are hallowed by the 
dead and carry all the finality and ferocity of Kali reborn. 

These demon binders slay devils and men alike, bind-
ing their souls into tattoos and even extensions of their 
own body, drawing upon the stolen, imprisoned souls to 
create new fighting techniques. Though they primarily 
hunt the strong, Shinigami are not limited to hunting the 
wicked. They move through the physical world, ridding 
it of spirits who interfere with the living, and the living 
who interfere with the dead. Amongst those, powerful ki 
users almost universally upset the balance, but of all their 
potential victims, mortals alone have the power to stay a 
Shinigami’s hand. If a mortal or a Mugen defeats a Shinigami 
in combat, he may stay the hand of death itself by swearing 
to uphold a virtuous ideal—to be true to one he loves, or to 
hew to a strongly-held martial belief despite all resistance. 
If he keeps his promise, the Shinigami cannot again attack 
him. But the moment he begins to slip, the Shinigami will 
return for his head. 

The Yamajin, Tennin, Okami, Akuma and Ryuujin 
are given no such quarter, for they represent a break in 

the cycle, an abnormality that must be flensed away so 
that there can be an end to the world’s suffering. Breath-
drinkers, some Shinigami have come to relish stealing the 
life force of even the weakest mortals. These Shinigami too 
are hunted by their brethren. 

MUGEN—THE SOLAR EXALTED
In the martial arts world, there are fighters who excel 

at channeling their ki. The world’s greatest fighting styles 
hinge upon disciplines which focus ki through martial 
techniques to create the style’s most unique and devas-
tating special attacks. Of those who master these styles, 
few fighters reach the category of Mugen. According to 
legend, these warriors are gifted with such extraordinary 
fighting spirit as to channel the ki of the sun itself. The 
spirit energy of the sun and the planet are said to intertwine, 
forming a radiant field of spirit energy that flows through 
all things. The Mugen are martial artists of such caliber 
that they can tap into this energy, channeling it through 
their own ki to unleash attacks which exceed the power 
of even the Yama Kings. 

The Mugen are a mystery. They can be good or evil, but 
they are always fighters who have sought meaning, power, or 
harmony through martial techniques passed down by human 
hands, eschewing the soul-twisting powers of the ancient 
world. Through the utmost discipline, some few purists 
become the empty set, the untainted sum. When glimpsed 
through the anima-sensing technique of the Tennin, the 
shape of their ki takes the form of infinity. 

THE BURN LEGEND SYSTEM
Unlike other shards, Burn Legend eschews the standard 

Exalted system in favor of a specialized resolution system 
for martial arts battles.

TRAITS
Burn Legend utilizes a simplified set of traits for its 

characters. Abilities, Backgrounds, Virtues, Essence pools 
and Essence ratings are done away with altogether. In their 
place, martial artists possess Attribute and technique ratings, 
along with ki, Willpower, and health pools.

ATTRIBUTES
Martial artists possess only three Attributes: Strength, 

Dexterity, and Stamina. These are normally rated from 
one to five, although some legendary fighters possess even 
higher values. Attributes are used to help land techniques, 
and to determine and resist damage from successfully 
executed techniques.

TECHNIQUES
A potentially limitless number of techniques exist 

within the martial arts world. Like Attributes, techniques 
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are normally rated from one to five, but may occasionally 
rise higher.

KI AND WILLPOWER
All martial artists possess a pool of five points of ki, 

and five points of Willpower. Ki is used to fuel powerful 
martial arts techniques, while Willpower may be used to 
execute legendary techniques, as well as to reach deep and 
attempt to turn the tide of battle.

Ki is regained during battle through the use of certain 
(primarily Defensive) techniques; these can never grant the 
martial artist more than five ki at once, however. Martial 
artists begin all battles with five full points of ki.

Willpower, on the other hand, is only regained by win-
ning battles. Victory in battle (defined as defeating one’s 
opponents, or successfully achieving an objective despite 
martial opposition) restores two points of Willpower.

HEALTH
Martial artists possess two health-related traits: a pool 

of seven health points, which are depleted as they suffer 
attacks from their opponents, and five Health Stocks.

Health points are restored through the use of certain 
martial arts techniques, and are restored to full at the begin-
ning of each battle. Depleted Health Stocks, by contrast, 
return at a rate of one every 12 hours.

COMBAT
Combat in Burn Legend isn’t tick-based, but rather 

proceeds in a series of rounds. In each round, every player 
selects one technique for their character to use, while the 
Storyteller selects techniques for antagonists she controls. 
Techniques are selected simultaneously, and in secret. 
This is generally done by passing the Storyteller a note, or 
a face-down index card with the details of the technique 
written on it. For online games, private messages sent to the 
Storyteller serve the same purpose. Once techniques have 
been selected for all characters, the selections are revealed, 
and the action is resolved.

PRIORITY RESOLVE
Each technique in Burn Legend falls into one of six 

types: Strike, Aerial, Projectile, Rush, Grapple, or Defense. 
When two fighters deploy their techniques against one 
another, one of three results can occur: defeat, Clash, or 
Hit Trade.

VICTORIOUS TECHNIQUE
Almost all techniques have one category of techniques 

they absolutely defeat. Basic Technique: Basic Strike, for 
example, automatically beats Aerial techniques. Thus, if 
two fighters attack one another, and one plays Basic Strike 
(which defeats Aerial techniques) while the other plays Aerial 

Strike (which defeats Projectiles), the fighter using the Basic 
Strike will automatically win, and proceeds to roll damage.

PRIORITY CLASH
If neither technique cleanly defeats the other, then 

the victory is down to which fighter executed their attack 
faster, or better. Both players make a Clash roll, using a 
dice pool determined by the technique they have played. 
The player who accumulates more successes wins, and his 
technique defeats the opponent’s.

HIT TRADE
There are two circumstances in which neither technique 

cleanly loses: when both techniques automatically defeat 
the move they are facing, or when players accumulate equal 
successes in a Clash. In this case, both techniques succeed, 
generally meaning that both characters inflict damage on 
one another.

A technique which Hit Trades is considered Victorious.

DAMAGE AND DEFEAT
When a technique has been successfully executed, its 

listed damage value is rolled as a dice pool. Unlike damage 
in standard Exalted games, successes from the Clash roll are 
not added to this value, and 10s count as two successes. A 
damaging technique automatically removes one health point 
from the target, plus one additional health point per success.

Each damaging technique also lists a minimum damage. 
The calculation listed in the technique’s damage section 
cannot produce a dice pool lower than this value.

HEALTH AND HEALTH STOCKS
Fighters possess seven health points and five Health 

Stocks. When a fighter’s health points are fully depleted, her 
player must roll her current Health Stocks as a dice pool. If 
no successes are gained on this roll, the fighter is rendered 
unconscious, and loses the battle. If at least one success is 
rolled, then one Health Stock vanishes, and the character 
restores her health points to full, and may continue to fight.

Damage in excess of current health points ‘rolls over’ 
when a Health Stock vanishes. Thus, a character with three 
health points who suffers four damage and succeeds in her 
roll to stay conscious would immediately lose one health 
after her points replenish themselves.

ADDITIONAL RULES
While the above rules describe toe-to-toe slug-outs 

adequately, Burn Legend battles are dynamic martial arts 
battles, and so a number of additional complications must 
be considered.

REFINEMENTS
In addition to their base effects, some techniques 

possess refinements—special executions that enhance the 
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technique in some way. Refinements have a minimum dot 
rating requirement which the technique must meet before 
they can be purchased, and a listed experience point cost. 
Additionally, some refinements are marked as exclusive. 
A martial artist may only learn one exclusive refinement 
per technique.

MOVEMENT AND RANGE
Burn Legend recognizes two distances characters may 

occupy in relation to one another: near, and distant. In 
battles containing more than two fighters, it is up to the 
Storyteller to use common sense to track which fighters are 
near, and which are distant from one another. For example, 
if a Tennin standing at a distance from three closely-spaced 
Ryuujin advances on one of the Ryuujin, it stands to reason 
that he is now also near the other two as well.

Movement and range are handled by a technique’s 
two Range values. These describe, respectively, the range 
of an opponent the move can be used against, and how the 
technique moves the martial artist.

The first value may be Close or Mid. A Close attack 
may only strike a near opponent. A Mid attack may strike 
a near or distant opponent. A Close technique used against 
an opponent who remains at a distance automatically fails.

The second value may be Advance, Still, or Back. A Still 
technique does not move the martial artist. An Advance 
technique moves the martial artist from a distance to be 
near her target. A Back technique moves the martial art-
ist from near her opponent out to a distance. An Advance 
or Back technique used by a martial artist who is already 
(respectively) near or distant from her opponent simply 
leaves them at that range.

A martial artist using an Advance or Back technique to 
change ranges is considered to occupy both near and distant 
ranges during the instant she attempts to move. Thus, it 
is sometimes wise to play a Close technique even against 
a distant opponent, in the hopes that she will attempt an 
Advance technique, bringing herself into range.

A martial artist who attempts an Advance or Back 
technique that fails is left at the range he formerly occupied 
at the end of the round.

MULTIPLE OPPONENTS
Honorable combat in the martial arts world is a contest 

of strength and skill between two fighters. Alas, not all 
fighters are honorable, and sometimes martial arts battles 
involve uneven numbers and groups of foes.

When a martial artist is targeted by two or more op-
ponents at the same time, the technique she plays acts as 
a defense which determines whether or not her attackers 
can harm her.

For example, a Mugen fights a Tennin and Ryuujin. 
The Mugen attacks the Ryuujin with a Basic Strike. The 
Ryuujin uses an Aerial Strike, while the Tennin uses a 
Basic Strike of his own.

The Mugen’s Basic Strike cleanly defeats the Tennin’s 
Aerial Strike. The Tennin’s Basic Strike Clashes with the 
Mugen’s technique, however, and so the two roll their Clash 
pools. If the Mugen gains more successes, he will defeat the 
Tennin’s technique and suffer no damage; however, because 
his Basic Strike was not aimed at the Tennin, he does not 
damage the Tennin. If the Tennin gains more successes, he 
will damage the Mugen. The defender of multiple attacks 
makes only a single Clash roll to determine his defense from 
all incoming techniques.

A fighter may be attacked by a maximum of three total 
opponents in a round.

EXTRAS

Extras are an optional rule in Burn Legend, used to 
represent martial arts lackeys of low skill, or untrained 
thugs with nothing but a knack for violence. Extras may 
use only Basic Techniques, or at most a single Martial 
Arts Style Technique, at the Storyteller’s discretion. 
They have 0 Health Stocks. Depleting their health 
points automatically defeats them.

NON-EVENTS

Sometimes, technique interactions just don’t 
make sense. In these cases, the Storyteller should 
feel free to declare a non-event, in which both 
techniques simply fail. This most frequently occurs 
when two fighters attempt to use counterattack-type 
techniques in the same round—with no attack to 
counter, neither move can win.

STAGGER
Even the sturdiest of martial artists cannot withstand 

long strings of unanswered blows without becoming 
disoriented. When a martial artist suffers damage from 
three techniques in a row, then the next round, when 
her selected technique is revealed, she must roll to resist 
Stagger. This is a Stamina roll against difficulty 2. If the 
roll is successful, her technique plays out normally. If 
it fails, she is Staggered, and her technique automati-
cally fails.

Sudden Comebacks are also possible at this point. If 
the martial artist successfully resists Stagger and lands a 
Victorious Technique against her opponent, the opponent 
must check to resist Stagger in the next round.
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REVERSAL
Once per battle, a martial artist may reach deep into her 

burning spirit to give herself a second chance. Attempting 
a Reversal costs one point of Willpower.

A Reversal may be declared after all players have 
revealed their selected techniques, permitting the martial 
artist’s player to change her declared technique. The newly 
selected technique may not cleanly defeat the technique it 
is going up against; it must Clash. Some techniques cannot 
be subjected to Reversal.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUES
Finally, all martial artists possess a ten-point Overdrive 

meter. One point is placed into the meter every time the 
martial artist successfully inflicts damage on her opponent. 
Once the meter contains ten points, the martial artist may 
spend one Willpower point and all ten of her Overdrive 
points to use an Overdrive Technique.

Overdrive Techniques are powerful attacks, often 
unique to the martial artist using them, which are used to 
end fights. In addition to inflicting their listed damage or 
other effects, a successful Overdrive Technique automati-
cally removes one Health Stock from the opponent, and 
forces the opponent to immediately roll to remain conscious 
after this Stock’s removal. Because they tend to be very 
damaging attacks, an Overdrive Technique may even force 
an opponent to roll to remain conscious twice, by removing 
a Health Stock and then immediately depleting the target’s 
health points!

A martial artist may only know a single Overdrive 
Technique. No Overdrive Technique may be subjected 
to Reversal.

CHARACTER CREATION
Character creation in Burn Legend is much like any 

other Exalted game, proceeding in a series of simple steps.
Step One: Concept
What sort of fighter appeals to you? The heroes of Burn 

Legend come from a global diversity of martial traditions 
and supernatural origins: American boxers, Thai kickbox-
ers, and prideful karateka rub shoulders with savage Okami 
from the wilds of Patagonia, revenge-seeking Mugen, and 
deadly Yamajin seeking mastery of the Hell Arts.

Step Two: Select Exaltation and Martial Arts Style
Two choices define a Burn Legend character above 

all others: style and mystic nature. Selecting an Exaltation 
template grants access to that Exaltation’s special tech-
niques, while selecting a martial arts style grants access to 
its Martial Arts Style Techniques.

Neither of these choices is mandatory. A jungle-
dwelling Okami, for example, might practice no formal 
style, focusing entirely on his instinctive battle arts. Indeed, 
even Exaltation may be eschewed to play a purely ‘mortal’ 

martial artist, contesting against supernatural legends with 
fist and nerve alone.

Characters may not begin with more than one martial 
arts style without explicit Storyteller approval (this is gener-
ally only recommended for ‘mortal’ martial artists), and may 
not have more than one Exaltation template.

Step Three: Assign Attributes
The martial artist begins with one dot in each Attribute, 

and then has seven dots to distribute among the three. No 
Attribute may begin rated higher than five.

Step Four: Assign Backgrounds
All Backgrounds begin at zero dots, and may be raised 

as high as five dots. The character has seven dots to dis-
tribute among them.

Step Five: Assign Basic Techniques
Characters begin with two dots in each of the Basic 

Techniques, and are granted an additional seven dots to 
distribute into their Basic Techniques.

Step Six: Assign Exalted and Martial Arts Style 
Techniques

All Exalted Techniques and Martial Arts Style Tech-
niques begin at zero dots. The character has fifteen dots to 
distribute among these techniques.

CHARACTER ADVANCEMENT
Characters in Burn Legend gain a default of four ex-

perience points per session, plus an additional experience 
point if their battles and conflicts during the session have 
been well-stunted. (Stunting techniques does not grant a 
moment-to-moment bonus of dice and resources in Burn 
Legend; instead, the reward is delivered at the end of the 
session.) Five additional points should be awarded at the 
end of each story arc.

Learning a new martial arts style is possible, but requires 
storyline justification and Storyteller approval, and should 
never be a fast or simple process. Similarly, buying Attributes 
or techniques past five (they can potentially go as high as 
ten dots) requires storyline justification, legendary train-
ing, or epic martial accomplishments, and only one such 
‘cap-breaking’ dot may be purchased per story.

DESIGNING ANTAGONISTS

The above creation rules are designed to produce 
a young but somewhat experienced fighter, and are 
particularly calibrated to create enjoyable player-
controlled protagonists. They are not intended to 
serve as a creation template for Storyteller-controlled 
fighters, who should simply have their traits assigned 
as makes sense for their personal fighting style, 
character, and level of desired prowess.
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BACKGROUNDS
Burn Legend characters who wish to shift the course 

of the story with something other than their fists may do so 
using Backgrounds. Most actions outside of combat in this 
shard are handled by simple roleplaying; Backgrounds are 
employed when characters wish to perform some dramatic 
feat beyond the ordinary, such as getting in contact with 
black market arms dealers (Contacts), calling upon a private 
plane to get them halfway around the world before the end 
of the day (Resources), or binding a vengeful spirit so that 
they might interrogate it (Magic).

In such circumstances, the player rolls the relevant 
Background rating against a difficulty determined by the 
Storyteller, generally ranging from 1 (for straightforward 
applications) to 3 (for incredible acts).

Backgrounds may be rated from one to five dots.

ALLIES
Allies describes the character’s influence in the world. 

It could represent likability, political influence, carefully 
maintained networks of blackmail, or simply being ma-
nipulative enough to get what he wants wherever he goes. 
This Background is rolled when the martial artist needs to 
have a local friend to help him out, determining whether 
such a person exists or can be recruited on short notice.

BACKING
Backing describes the character’s pull with a particular 

organization—perhaps a corporation, governmental bureau, 
law enforcement organization, ancient and widespread 
family, or criminal cartel. This Background is rolled when 
the martial artist seeks to call upon the resources of the 
organization for his benefit. The particular organization this 
Background represents must 
be decided upon when it 
is first taken.

Trait Cost
Attribute current rating x 4

New Martial Arts Style Technique 4

New Exalted Technique 4

New Background 3

Basic Technique current rating x 2

Martial Arts Style Technique current rating x 3

Exalted Technique current rating x 3

Background current rating x 2
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black market arms dealers (Contacts), calling upon a private 

black market arms dealers (Contacts), calling upon a private 

plane to get them halfway around the world before the end 

plane to get them halfway around the world before the end 

of the day (Resources), or binding a vengeful spirit so that 

of the day (Resources), or binding a vengeful spirit so that 

they might interrogate it (Magic).

they might interrogate it (Magic).

Background represents must 

Background represents must 

be decided upon when it 

be decided upon when it 

is first taken.

is first taken.
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CONTACTS
Contacts describes the character’s ability to gather 

information. Rather than describing a particular set of 
contacts, Contacts describes how wide the character’s net 
of informants, contacts, confidants and spies is spread. It is 
rolled whenever the character needs to find out informa-
tion, to determine if he has a local contact able to supply 
him with the knowledge he seeks.

FAME
Fame describes the character’s degree of celebrity. He 

might be a boxing champ, a national muay thai hero, an 
eccentric playboy millionaire, or the special forces soldier 
who saved the President from terrorists. It is rolled whenever 
the character seeks to use his fame and notoriety to bend 
rules or gain advantage for himself.

LORE
Lore describes the character’s knowledge of the hidden 

secrets of the martial arts world. It describes his familiar-
ity with supernatural martial arts, spirits, the tales of the 
Yama Kings and the Legendary Masters, the location of 
lost temples and hidden monasteries, and other occluded 
secrets known only to great martial artists and sorcerers. 
It is rolled whenever the character seeks to exploit such 
learning or gain knowledge of a new and strange phenom-
enon he encounters.

MAGIC
Magic describes the character’s facility with the 

mystic arts of the sorcerer and exorcist, used to summon, 
bind, and banish spirits. Infernal martial artists use this 
Background to strike bargains with the Yama Kings and 
their servants, while Tennin and other righteous fighters 
employ magic to confound wicked spirits. This Background 
is rolled when the character wishes to interact with spirits 
in some manner other than with his fists, or when he 
seeks to perform some other mystic feat, as the Storyteller 
presents such opportunities (such as opening an ancient 
portal into the spirit realms).

MINIONS
Minions describes the number of lesser fighters will-

ing to answer the martial artist’s summons. Such fighters 
are generally extras, but even a few extra fists may be 
sufficient to turn the tide of battle at times. This may 
represent loyal ninja assassins, a street gang, or corporate 
enforcers on the fighter’s payroll. This Background is 
rolled to determine whether or not the character is able 
to successfully summon fighters to support him, generally 
producing one extra per success. It may only be used a 
number of times each story equal to half the Background’s 
rating, rounded up.

RESOURCES
Resources describes the wealth the character has access 

to. He might be a CEO’s wealthy son, a prize fighter who 
carefully invested his winnings, or a crime lord riding high 
atop a wave of vice and terror. This Background is rolled to 
determine if the character is able to manage an extravagant 
expenditure, such as paying out elaborate bribes, chartering 
a private plane to carry him halfway across the world to a 
match on a tight deadline, or financing an entire village’s 
reconstruction to impress a potential sifu.

MARTIAL ARTS TECHNIQUES
The following effects are used by natural martial artists 

and their Exalted counterparts alike. They are split into two 
categories: Basic Techniques, which all fighters may use, and 
Martial Arts Style Techniques, which only practitioners of 
a particular style may use.

BASIC TECHNIQUES

BASIC STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Basic Strike; Damage: Strength – 
opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Striking techniques are the core of martial conflict, 
encompassing the basic punches and kicks that form the 
foundation of any fighter’s repertoire. With their firm 
grounding, such attacks automatically defeat Aerial tech-
niques.

AERIAL STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity – 1 + Aerial Strike; Damage: 
Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The fighter launches himself into the air, adding his 
full weight and momentum to the power of a leaping punch 
or kick. Aerial strikes afford great mobility, but suffer the 
drawback of total commitment once begun. Their high arc 
carries them over Projectile techniques, defeating them.

RUSH
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Rush; Damage: Strength – op-
ponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The fighter throws himself into an aggressive assault, 
launching a punch, kick or body check with all of his mo-
mentum behind it. The overwhelming force of this attack 
defeats Strikes.

GRAPPLE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Grapple; Damage: Strength – op-
ponent’s Strength (min 1)
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The fighter locks up with his opponent with the 
intent of causing injury, generally in the form of a 
joint lock or throw. Grapples automatically defeat 
Defensive techniques.

BLOCK
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Block; Damage: None

Raising his arms and focusing on evading the worst 
of his opponent’s assault, the fighter takes a moment to 
gather himself and attempt to find his second wind. If he 
successfully blocks his opponent’s attack, this technique 
inflicts no damage; instead, the fighter regains two points 
of ki or health. Block defeats Strikes, and may be used as 
a Still or Back technique as desired.

RUSHING UPPERCUT
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Rushing Uppercut; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The boxer surges forward, throwing a vicious uppercut 
into his opponent. This attack defeats Aerial techniques.

CROSS COUNTER
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Cross Counter; Damage: Dexterity 
– opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The boxer waits for his opponent to make a move, 
then answers with a powerful cross to the chin. This 
counterattack defeats Strikes, but is a non-event if no 
attack is thrown by the opponent.

BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU
Also known as Gracie jiu-jitsu, this martial art (derived 

from Japanese Kodokan judo) teaches that even a small 
fighter can defeat giants, primarily by focusing on choke-
holds and joint locks. Brazilian jiu-jitsu also emphasizes 
ground fighting. 

FLYING ARMBAR
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Flying Armbar; Damage: Strength 
+ 1 – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

The martial artist launches himself through the 
air, using his legs and hands to lock an opponent’s arm 
into a brutal joint lock as he falls to the ground. In 
addition to inflicting damage, this technique subtracts 
two dice from the opponent’s next two Clash rolls. It 
defeats Projectiles.

SLIDING LEGBREAKER
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Sliding Legbreaker; Damage:
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

The martial artist throws herself into a baseball slide, 
kicking the opponent’s legs out from under her, then snaps 
her leg into a painful joint lock before she can recover. 
This attack defeats Strikes.

TRIANGLE CHOKE HOLD
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Deterity + Triangle Choke Hold; Damage:

Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)
The martial artist leaps up, catching her opponent 

and dragging him to the ground, locking his head into 
a chokehold utilizing her arms and thighs. This attack 
defeats Defensive techniques.

FIREARMS IN THE MARTIAL ARTS WORLD

Effective though they may be for settling 
mundane conflicts, guns have little standing in the 
martial arts world, where they are an indication of 
cowardice or lack of confidence in the strength of 
one’s fists. Thus, guns are the tools of thugs and 
lackeys, or martial artists who have utterly lost 
their nerve.

Firearms attacks in Burn Legend are treated 
as Projectiles which defeat nothing, roll Dexterity 
alone for Clashes, and inflict (5 – Dexterity, min 1) 
damage. A character wielding a gun may use only 
his gun and Basic Techniques so long as he holds 
the firearm and for two turns after discarding or 
losing it. Suffering a single damaging attack both 
disarms him and automatically results in the loss 
of a Health Stock.

BOXING
The “sweet science” is a rigidly structured tournament 

style, emphasizing footwork and spacing. It exclusively 
makes use of swift and powerful punches.

ONE-TWO COMBO
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity – 1 + One-Two Combo; 
Damage: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Difficult to land but devastatingly effective, this at-
tack consists of an uppercut to the jaw which lifts the 
opponent’s head into position for a left hook to the face. 
It defeats Rushes.
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KYOKUSHIN KARATE
Kyokushin kaikan is a powerful, stand-up karate style 

originally created by master Masutatsu Oyama. Emblematic 
of Japanese fighting styles, it focuses on swift, powerful 
blows to the body and head in order to defeat opponents.

ROLLING AXE KICK 
(MAWASHI KAITEN GERI)
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Rolling Axe Kick; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The martial artist’s feet leave the ground as he throws 
himself head-over-heels into a rolling axe kick, using his 
body as a pendulum to accelerate his heel into his opponent’s 
face. In addition to inflicting damage, this technique removes 
one die from the opponent’s next Clash roll. Rolling Axe 
Kick defeats Grapple techniques.

FRONT KICK
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + Front Kick; Damage: Strength – 
opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist steps into the opponent with a 
strong forward kick, driving all the power of his hips 
into the blow, knocking any opponent not firmly rooted 
in a stable stance to the ground. This attack defeats 
Rushes, and adds two dice to Clash rolls against any 
Advance technique.

STEP SPEAR KICK
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Step Spear Kick; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Taking a long step forward, the martial artist chambers 
his leg out in a devastating side kick that clears the opponent 
off his feet and drives him back. This attack defeats Strikes, 
and knocks the opponent Back.

MUAY THAI
The signature martial art of Thailand, muay thai is 

an incredibly brutal style in which practitioners toughen 
their shins, fists, elbows, and knees into lethal weapons. It 
emphasizes kicks for spacing and ending fights, as well as 
close-in strikes to tenderize the opponent’s body.

ELBOW SLASH (SOK TI)
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + Elbow Slash; Damage: Strength + 
1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The fighter throws a slashing elbow into his opponent’s 
face, stunning them or cutting their eyebrow open with 
the impact. This attack defeats Grapples, and takes two 
dice from the opponent’s next Clash roll when it does so.

FLYING KNEE (KHAO LOI)
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + Flying Knee; Damage: Strength 
+ 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The fighter advances with an unstoppable flying knee, 
which defeats Strikes. This attack also adds one additional 
die to Clash rolls against Defensive techniques.

NECK WRESTLING (CHAP KHO)
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Stamina + Neck Wrestling; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The martial artist clinches the opponent behind 
the head or neck, and throws a series of punishing knee 
strikes into his foe’s solar plexus. Chap Kho defeats 
Defensive techniques.

SNAKE STYLE KUNG FU (SHEQUAN)
One of the five legendary animal styles of kung fu, 

shequan focuses on fluid movement, swift attacks from 
unexpected angles, and pressure point strikes.

SERPENT BLINDS THE WOLF
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Serpent Blinds the Wolf; 
Damage: Dexterity + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The martial artist delivers a darting strike to his 
opponent’s eyes, temporarily blinding her. In addi-
tion to inflicting damage, this technique causes the 
opponent to lose two dice from her next Clash roll. It 
defeats Grapples.

STRIKING SERPENT SPEED
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Striking Serpent Speed; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist uncoils, lunging forward with a 
deadly nerve strike to his opponent’s solar plexus. This 
attack defeats Strikes.

SNAKE STRIKES THE HEEL
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Snake Strikes the Heel; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Whipping his ki out from the base of his spine to the 
tips his fingers, the martial artist lunges around an oppo-
nent’s attack to deliver a devastating counter-strike. This 
technique defeats Rushes.

TAEKWONDO
The most famous Korean martial arts style, taekwondo 

places extreme emphasis on kicks in all aspects of battle, 
turning the martial artist’s legs into ultimate weapons.
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ROUNDHOUSE KICK (DOLLYEO CHAGI)
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Roundhouse Kick; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist pivots his body to deliver a devastat-
ing roundhouse kick to the opponent’s head. This attack 
defeats Rushes, and adds two dice to Clashes against Aerial 
techniques.

SIDE KICK (YEOP CHAGI)
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + Side Kick; Damage: Strength – op-
ponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The martial artist spears his leg out in a high, powerful 
side kick. This crisp, versatile attack defeats Aerial tech-
niques, and inflicts one additional damage when it beats 
Advance techniques.

JUMPING AXE KICK 
(EE DAN NAERYEO CHAGI)
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity – 1 + Jumping Axe Kick; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The martial artist brings his leg high in a jumping axe 
kick, then swings it down onto the opponent’s head or 
collarbone with bone-breaking force. This attack defeats 
Projectiles.

TIGER STYLE KUNG FU 
(HUNG GAR)

One of the five legendary animal styles of kung fu, 
hung gar features brutal joint locks, rigid ‘claw’ strikes, and 
a comprehensive suite of ground fighting techniques that 
make the tiger stylist as dangerous on his back as on his feet.

HUNGRY TIGER TECHNIQUE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Hungry Tiger Technique; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist launches a series of brutal tiger claw 
strikes, savaging her opponent. This attack defeats Grapples.

TIGER SEIZES THE JOINT
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Tiger Seizes the Joint; Damage: 
Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Immobilizing one of her opponent’s limbs to create an 
opening, the martial artist lays in a brutal tiger claw strike 
which simultaneously lacerates the opponent’s skin and 
wrenches the joint. In addition to causing damage, this at-
tack causes the opponent’s next two Close attacks to lose 
one die from their Clash rolls. It defeats Strikes.

PRONE FIGHTING
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Prone Fighting; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist draws on her extensive training in 
fighting prone and in other disadvantageous circumstances 
to launch a series of agile but well-disciplined attacks. These 
attacks are immune to any Clash penalties they should 
otherwise suffer. This attack does not automatically defeat 
any technique type.

WING CHUN
This Chinese martial art blends elements of snake 

and crane kung fu with short, powerful direct attacks. 
Its overall philosophy focuses on fighting in harmony 
with the opponent’s energy, bending like a reed before 
aggressive force only to snap back unharmed with 
decisive impact.

ONE-INCH PUNCH
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + One-Inch Punch; 
Damage: Dexterity + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The martial artist delivers a very short but brutally 
powerful snap-hit to the opponent’s body. This technique 
defeats Grapples.

TRAPPING
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Trapping; Damage: None

The martial artist moves with the opponent, grasping 
an offending limb when it is offered in attack. This immo-
bilizes the opponent, offering great opportunities for the 
Wing Chun practitioner. Although this technique inflicts 
no damage, it allows the character to add four dice to her 
next Clash roll. It defeats Strikes.

CHI SAO
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Chi Sao; Damage: None

Drawing on hours of chi sao training, the martial 
artist instinctively moves in sync with her opponent’s 
aggression, gliding gracefully away from his attacks. This 
defensive technique grants three ki points when it suc-
cessfully evades an attack. It does not automatically defeat 
any type of technique.

WRESTLING
Dating back to long before the Greeks, wrestling is 

one of the world’s oldest martial arts. It is afforded little 
respect by other martial arts schools, which only leaves 
wrestlers with more to prove using their suite of powerful 
slams, holds, and strikes.
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CLOTHESLINE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + Clothesline; Damage: Strength + 
1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The wrestler rushes his opponent, striking her neck 
with an outstretched arm and knocking her off her feet. 
In addition to inflicting damage, this attack prevents the 
opponent from using an Advance or Back technique in the 
next round. It defeats other Rushes.

PILEDRIVER
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Piledriver; Damage: Strength + 
2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The wrestler hoists his opponent upside-down in the 
air, then drops down, spiking their head into the ground 
while it is held immobile between his legs. This devastat-
ing technique disorients as well as damages, causing the 
opponent to lose one die from his next two Clash rolls. It 
defeats Defensive techniques.

POWERBOMB
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Powerbomb; Damage: Strength + 
2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The wrestler catches his opponent, lifting her high 
into the air, then slamming her into the ground with all the 
strength he can muster. In addition to inflicting damage, 
this technique counts as two steps toward Staggering the 
opponent. It catches and defeats Aerial techniques.

ZUI QUAN (DRUNKEN BOXING)
A deceptive school of Chinese martial arts, zui quan 

emulates the uncoordinated and thus unpredictable move-
ments of a stumbling drunk. These motions mask the 
drunken boxer’s true intent until he has already landed a 
decisive blow.

STUMBLING FIST
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Stumbling Fist; Damage: Dexterity 
+ 2 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The martial artist stumbles toward his opponent, 
looping out an unexpected fist to strike at the side of his 
foe’s head. The technique’s Clash roll becomes Dexterity 
+ 2 + Stumbling Fist if the martial artist’s last action was 
Drunkard’s Sway. This attack defeats Rushes.

ZHANG XU REMOVES HIS CAP
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Zhang Xu Removes His Cap; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

Named after one of the Eight Drunken Immortals, this 
attack sees the martial artist stagger forward, dropping a back-
fist from above as though doffing his cap. The technique’s 
Clash roll becomes Dexterity + 2 + Zhang Xu Removes His 
Cap if the martial artist’s last action was Drunkard’s Sway. 
This attack defeats Strikes.

DRUNKARD’S SWAY
Cost: —; Range: Close/Advance or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Drunkard’s Sway; Damage: None

The martial artist reels about in an unpredictable 
fashion, as though intoxicated, throwing off his enemies. 
If successful, this technique restores one ki point, and 
adds two (non-stackable) damage to the martial artist’s 
next Victorious Technique. Drunkard’s Sway defeats 
Aerial techniques.

FIGHTING WITH SPIRITS

The martial arts world has never forgotten the 
spirits that watch invisibly over the Earth, or scheme 
against it from the depths of distant, otherworldly 
realms. Some spirits are invisible, intangible pres-
ences which may only be summoned or bargained 
with through the use of sorcery, while others can 
and do take on a semblance of flesh to challenge 
fighters directly.

Spirit fighters are capable of using Basic Tech-
niques and, in some cases, Martial Arts Techniques. 
In most cases they also know a number of unique 
techniques, which may be designed by the Storyteller 
or simulated by selecting 2-6 Exalted Techniques and 
changing their aesthetics to be appropriate to the 
spirit. In most cases, spirits possess the same number 
of Health Stocks, Willpower, ki and health points 
as Exalted fighters, though some especially mighty 
spirits—veritable gods, or demon kings—might have 
greater reserves of ki or Health Stocks.

EXALTED TECHNIQUES
The following techniques are the exclusive province 

of supernatural martial artists.

SOLAR TECHNIQUES
These techniques mark the greatest fighters of a genera-

tion. There is no body of ‘Mugen styles’ since Mugen are 
of diverse origins; instead, individual Mugen techniques 
are instinctively grasped and wielded by those who have 
learned to use the Breath of Heaven. Some commonly-
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invented techniques are listed below, generally arising from 
the ‘mortal’ Martial Arts styles the Mugen practice. As a 
result, certain techniques, when developed by a Mugen 
practitioner of an appropriate style, gain an experience point 
discount and may be raised past the first dot as though they 
were Basic Techniques.

BURNING CORONA STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Burning Corona Strike; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Mugen erupts from the ground with a mighty up-
percut, trailing a brilliantly burning arc of ki in its wake. 
This potent attack defeats Aerial techniques and grants an 
additional point of Overdrive upon inflicting damage. It is 
immune to Reversal.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Kyokushin Karate practitioners.

Sunfire Eruption (••••, 5xp, exclusive): A secondary 
eruption of ki tears through opponents intercepted in the 
air, sending them spinning away. The attack’s damage when 
defeating an Aerial attack becomes Strength + 1 (min 1), 
and the opponent is knocked Back.

Burning Heaven Spear (••••, 5xp, exclusive): 
Burning Corona Strike gains even greater height, momen-
tum, and force, adding another two dice to Clash rolls. 
However, this total commitment creates vulnerability 
when the technique fails; attackers who hit the Mugen 
through Burning Corona Strike add one additional dam-
age to their attack.

EARTH-SPLITTING FIST
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Earth-Splitting Fist; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Stoking his ki into an internal storm, the Mugen 
unleashes his spiritual power through his fist, striking the 
ground before him. A jagged shockwave-spike of gold-scarlet 
power rips outward, shattering pavement and flattening 
opponents. Earth-Splitting Fist defeats Rushes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Tiger Style and Boxing practitioners.

Earth Swallows Lightning (••••, 6xp): Earth-Split-
ting Fist’s range becomes Mid/Still, and it Clashes against 
any Projectile that should defeat it outright.

ROARING FLARE KICK
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Strength + Roaring Flare Kick; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Mugen slashes a leg high into the air in a brutally 
powerful vertical jumping kick, trailing a flaring streamer 
of ki behind the limb, then spins and spikes her opponent 
back to the ground with the other leg. This attack defeats 

other Aerial techniques and grants an additional point of 
Overdrive upon inflicting damage.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Taekwondo practitioners.

FALLING METEOR ATEMI
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Falling Meteor Atemi; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Mugen draws the ki of the earth into himself as he 
leaves the ground, and the ki of the heavens into himself as 
he curls through the air. At the apex of his leap, he uncoils 
and drives down a fist, wreathed in a corona of heavenly 
fire; the impact is sufficient to shatter nearby windows and 
crack concrete beneath his unfortunate opponents. This 
attack rises above Projectiles, defeating them.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Tiger Style and Muay Thai practitioners.

Unstoppable Comet (••, 3xp): This technique produc-
es one additional Overdrive point when it inflicts damage.

HEAVENLY STORM
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + Heavenly Storm; Damage: 
Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1).

Summoning up ki from his heart, lungs, and the earth 
beneath his feet, the Mugen hurls a roaring projectile of 
spirit energy from both hands like a cannon shot, burning 
in the colors of the sun: gold, violet, white. This technique 
defeats Strikes, and adds one additional die when Clashing 
with other Projectiles.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Kyokushin Karate and Wing Chun practitioners.

Solid Shot (••, 2xp): Heavenly Storm gains in-
creased spiritual weight and a scarlet corona, tearing aside 
lesser projectiles. Add two additional dice to Clashes 
against Projectiles.

Thunder Cannon (•••••, 6xp, exclusive): The 
projectile becomes a blistering comet of purest gold, adding 
two additional damage.

Heaven’s Bullet (•••••, 6xp, exclusive): The 
projectile grants two additional Overdrive points upon 
inflicting damage.

THUNDERCLAP RUSH ATTACK
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Thunderclap Rush Attack; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Driving forward with a mighty strike, ki erupts from the 
Mugen’s heart to his fist, wreathing it in a corona of power. 
In addition to suffering damage, the opponent’s stance is 
blown wide open, preventing him from using a Defensive 
technique in the next round. This attack defeats Grapples 
and grants one additional Overdrive point.
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This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style and Boxing practitioners.

Sun Fist Strike (•••, 5xp): The technique’s damage 
rises by one, and it may knock close opponents Back, if the 
Mugen desires.

IRON RAPTOR COMBINATION
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Iron Raptor Combination; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The Mugen leaps forward with an overhead rolling 
kick, then slides into a devastating precision strike to the 
solar plexus, stunning his opponent. In addition to inflicting 
damage, this technique counts as two steps toward Stagger-
ing the opponent. It defeats Strikes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style, Taekwondo, and Zui Quan practitioners.

DRAGON COIL KANZETSUWAZA
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Dragon Coil Kanzetsuwaza; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Grasping an opponent’s limb, the Mugen gives a cal-
culated wrench, sending his ki racing explosively through 
the enemy’s joints. In addition to suffering damage, the 
opponent loses one die from his next two Clashes. This 
defeats Defensive techniques.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Wrestling practitioners.

Sun-Seared Joints (••, 3xp): When Dragon Coil 
Kanzetsuwaza defeats a Defensive technique, the opponent 
loses two dice from his next two Clashes.

CRASHING WAVE THROW
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Crashing Wave Throw; Dam-
age: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Mugen grasps his opponent and rolls with him, 
throwing a leg up. Ki and momentum carry the enemy to 
a painful impact with the ground or some other surface, 
knocking the wind out of them and weakening their ki. In 
addition to suffering damage, the opponent may not use 
an Aerial technique in the next round, and is forced Back 
from the Mugen. This defeats Defensive techniques, and 
grants the martial artist one additional Overdrive point.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Kyokushin Karate, Wrestling, and Zui Quan practitioners.

Storm-Tossed Chakras (•••••, 4xp): In the next round, 
the opponent must also spend one Willpower to spend any ki.

BREAK THE STORM
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Break the Storm; Damage: None/
Special

Crossing his arms, the Mugen fortifies his ki into 
an iron defense, rebounding force directed at him back 
against his foes. Successfully executed, Break the Storm 
restores one health and ki point, and causes the attacker 
to lose two dice from his next Clash roll. It automatically 
defeats Projectiles, sending them hurtling back at the one 
who threw them, inflicting the Projectile’s listed damage 
against its creator. It is immune to Reversal.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Muay Thai practitioners.

Solar Counterattack (••, 3xp): Reflected Projectiles 
gain a slight solar corona, and add one to their damage.

Sun-Eating Method (••, 3xp): The martial artist may, 
at the player’s discretion, absorb a projectile rather than 
reflecting it, adding 4 dice to his next Clash roll.

REED IN THE WIND
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Reed in the Wind; 
Damage: None

Time seems to slow for the martial artist as he con-
centrates on his opponent’s movements, measuring the arc 
of the next blow. His opponent’s fighting intent is traced 
out in bright lines of ki that only the martial artist can 
see. In the last moment before contact, the martial artist 
bends around the blow, drawing off some measure of his 
opponent’s energy as he twists aside, better positioning 
himself for the next strike. Successfully executed, Reed 
in the Wind restores one health or ki point, and grants 
three extra dice on the Mugen’s next Clash. It automati-
cally defeats Rushes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style, Wing Chun, and Zui Quan practitioners.

Grass Before the Storm (•••, 3xp): Reed in the 
Wind adds another die to Clash rolls, or another two dice 
to Clashes against Strikes.

Drinking the Storm (••, 3xp): Successfully executing 
this technique grants one Overdrive point.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
HEAVENLY DESTROYER BLAST
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Heavenly Destroyer Blast; 
Damage: Stamina + 6 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

Recapturing one of the lost arts of the Legend-
ary Masters, the Mugen channels the ki of the Eye of 
Heaven into his glowing hands, then releases a mighty 
blast of destructive energy to annihilate his opponents. 
To observers, it seems he has hurled the sun itself from 
his hands—a roaring ball of impossibly intense spiritual 
flames as large as a man. This attack defeats Rushes and 
Defensive techniques.
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OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: HEAVEN 
THUNDER HAMMER
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 3 + Heaven Thunder Hammer; 
Damage: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Recapturing one of the lost arts of the Legendary Mas-
ters, the Mugen channels the full wrath of Heaven into a 
single burning fist, then delivers an earth-shaking blow. 
In addition to suffering damage, the opponent is knocked 
Back and must check for Stagger in the next round. This 
attack defeats Rushes and Grapples.

AKUMA TECHNIQUES
Akuma are those whose blood and ki is tainted by the 

corrupt power of Hell. Many bargain or scheme for such 
unclean power, while others are born with cursed might 
pounding in their veins. Unlike the Yamajin, who wield 
the very powers of the Yama Kings themselves, the Hell 
Arts of the Akuma are corrupted bestowments of martial 
power, similar in some superficial ways to the mighty fight-
ing techniques of Mugen. Like Mugen, certain bestowments 
come more easily to fighters of specific martial heritage, 
granting an experience point discount when raising ap-
propriate techniques past the first dot as though they were 
Basic Techniques.

BLACK TIDE RISING
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Black Tide Rising; Damage: 
Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Akuma surges forward, slashing a fist from his 
hip up to high in the air as he advances, pushing a wave 
of sizzling red-black ki ahead of him. This potent attack 
defeats Aerial techniques and grants an additional point 
of Overdrive upon inflicting damage.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Boxers and Kyokushin Karate practitioners.

Black Tide Drowning (••••, 5xp, exclusive): The 
ki wave swallows and erupts around opponents it plucks 
from the air. The attack’s damage when defeating an Aerial 
attack becomes Strength + 1 (min 1), and the opponent’s 
next technique is automatically considered Still.

Midnight Tsunami (••••, 5xp, exclusive): Black Tide 
Rising’s ki wave becomes a deadly, more compact ebon 
wedge, adding three dice to Clash rolls against Rushes and 
Aerial techniques and one die to its damage, but sacrificing 
its ability to cleanly defeat Aerial techniques.

AIR-SKINNING FIST
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Air-Skinning Fist; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Stoking his ki into a poisonous maelstrom, the Akuma 
unleashes his spiritual power through his fist, striking the 
air before him. A tattered splash of black-purple toxic ki 
sprays through the air, burning and weakening opponents. 
Air-Skinning Fist defeats Rushes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Tiger Style and Boxing practitioners.

Hell Spits Spite (••••, 6xp): Air-Skinning Fist’s range 
becomes Mid/Still, and it Clashes against any Projectile 
that should defeat it outright.

SKY-SPLITTING CLAW
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Strength + Sky-Splitting Claw; Damage:
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Akuma slashes a clawed hand high into the air in 
a brutally powerful vertical slash, trailing a tattered stream 
of ebon ki, then spins and kicks her opponent away. This 
attack knocks the opponent Back in addition to dealing 
damage, and defeats other Aerial techniques.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Taekwondo and Zui Quan practitioners.

HELL WIND ATEMI
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Hell Wind Atemi; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Akuma draws the ki of Yomi Wan into himself 
as he leaves the ground, then kindles it in his own ragged 
soul as he curls through the air. At the apex of his leap, 
he uncoils and drives down a fist, wreathed in a corona of 
flying winds which lacerate unfortunate opponents. This 
attack rises above Projectiles, defeating them, and produces 
one additional Overdrive point when it inflicts damage.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style and Muay Thai practitioners.

Unstoppable Comet (••, 1xp): This technique is 
immune to Reversal.

HELL SPITE BLAST
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + Hell Spite Blast; Damage: 
Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1).

Channeling poisonous ki through his tainted chakras 
and meridians, the Akuma hurls a screaming projectile of 
spirit energy from both hands like a cannon shot, burning 
in the terrible colors of Hell: green, scarlet, black. This 
technique defeats Strikes, and adds one additional die when 
Clashing with other Projectiles.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Kyokushin Karate and Wing Chun practitioners.

Hell Shot (••, 2xp): Hell Spite Blast tears aside lesser 
projectiles with a triumphant scream. Add two additional 
dice to Clashes against Projectiles.
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HELL SURGE ADVANCE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Hell Surge Advance; Damage: 
Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Erupting forward, poisoned ki streaming from a clawed 
hand, the Akuma grasps her opponent and drives him to 
the ground, dragging him along behind her as her attack 
engulfs his body in black flames, then tossing him aside. 
In addition to suffering damage, the opponent’s body is 
wracked by such agony that he cannot use a Strike in the 
next round. This attack defeats Grapples and grants one 
additional Overdrive point.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Tiger Style practitioners.

Black Claw Strike (•••, 5xp): The technique’s dam-
age rises by one, and it may knock close opponents Back, 
if the Akuma desires.

Reaping Claw (•••••, 6xp, exclusive): The ki claw 
is studded with jagged demon teeth, adding two additional 
damage.

HELL FOCUS COMBINATION
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Hell Focus Combination; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The Akuma lunges forward with a flat-handed 
strike to the opponent’s solar plexus, arm wreathed in a 
drill of black-scarlet ki, then wheels into a devastating 
roundhouse kick that knocks the opponent Back and 
counts as two steps toward Staggering the opponent. It 
defeats Strikes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style, Taekwondo and Zui Quan practitioners.

DEVIL FANG KANZETSUWAZA
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Devil Fang Kanzetsuwaza; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Grasping an opponent’s limb, the Akuma injects slivers 
of poisonous ki, causing the least movement of the limb to 
become agonizingly painful. In addition to suffering damage, 
the opponent loses one die from his next two Clashes. This 
defeats Defensive techniques.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and Wrestling practitioners.

Devil-Bitten Joints (••, 3xp): When Devil Fang 
Kanzetsuwaza defeats a Defensive technique, the opponent 
loses two dice from his next two Clashes.

EARTH-BREAKING THROW
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Earth-Breaking Throw; Damage:
Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Akuma grasps his opponent and shoulder-tosses 
him into the ground with sufficient force to shatter the 
earth, leaving them at the bottom of a crater whose cracks 
produce an inauspicious mandala. In addition to suffering 
damage, the opponent may not use an Aerial technique 
in the next round. This defeats Defensive techniques, and 
grants the martial artist one additional Overdrive point.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Kyokushin Karate and Wrestling practitioners.

Hell-Sealed Chakras (•••••, 4xp): In the next 
round, the opponent must also spend one Willpower to 
spend any ki.

LAUGHING DEVIL REBUKE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Laughing Devil Rebuke; Damage: 
None/Special

Crossing his arms, the Akuma’s visage is shrouded by a 
half-illusory demon mask of fearsome aspect, and his form 
wreathed momentarily by phantasmal armor. Successfully 
executed, Laughing Devil Rebuke restores one health and 
ki point, and causes the attacker to lose two dice from his 
next Clash roll. It automatically defeats Projectiles, sending 
them hurtling back at the one who threw them, inflicting 
the Projectile’s listed damage against its creator. It is im-
mune to Reversal.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Muay Thai and Zui Quan practitioners.

Infernal Counterattack (••, 3xp): Reflected Projec-
tiles gain a slight ebon corona, and add one to their damage.

Ki-Feasting Method (••, 3xp): The martial artist may, 
at the player’s discretion, absorb a projectile rather than 
reflecting it, adding 4 dice to his next Clash roll.

RIDING THE WHIRLWIND
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Riding the Whirlwind; 
Damage: None

Maddening voices whisper martial advice in the 
Akuma’s ears, betraying a few precious moments of the 
future. His opponent’s fighting intent becomes plain to 
the Akuma, allowing him to bend around the opponent’s 
attack while stealing some measure of its energy. Success-
fully executed, Riding the Whirlwind restores one health or 
ki point, and grants three extra dice on the Akuma’s next 
Clash. It automatically defeats Rushes.

This technique may be purchased at reduced cost by 
Snake Style and Wing Chun practitioners.

Storm-Driven Debris Refinement (•••, 3xp): Riding 
the Whirlwind adds another die to Clash rolls, or another 
two dice to Clashes against Strikes.

By Whispers Nourished (••, 3xp): Successfully ex-
ecuting this technique grants one Overdrive point.
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OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: RAGING GALE
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 5 + Raging Gale; Damage: 
Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Unleashing the raw and terrible forces of Yomi Wan 
into the mortal world, the Akuma strikes his fists into the 
ground, tearing open a portal at his feet. Terrible skinning 
winds and storms of black and scarlet ki erupt in a torrent, 
savaging all opponents near the Akuma. This attack defeats 
Rushes and Aerial techniques.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: DEVIL RIOT
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + 4 + Devil Riot; Damage: None

The Akuma momentarily awakens the full demonic 
taint in his blood, drowning reason in a tide of Hellish 
wrath. His eyes glow scarlet, his fingers harden into devil-
claws, and his eyeteeth visibly sharpen, while his strength 
and reflexes become superhuman as he descends into a 
berserk fury. 

Unlike other Overdrive Techniques, Devil Riot does 
not inflict damage on the Akuma’s opponent, nor deprive 
them of a Health Stock. The Akuma raises his Strength 
and Dexterity by five points for the next four rounds, 
at which point the Devil Riot abates. This technique 
defeats Grapples.

INFERNAL TECHNIQUES
The Hell Arts of the Yamajin are corrupt and corrosive 

techniques created by the Yama Kings before recorded his-
tory. Excessive practice of the Hell Arts within a region 
taints the ki of the world, transforming the landscape into 
a blighted and terrible wasteland and the spirit world into 
a new and nascent aspect of Yomi Wan. Through refine-
ment and perfection of the Hell Arts, most Yamajin hope 
to ascend to join the ranks of the ancient Yama Kings, 
carving out a wicked empire for themselves, and eventu-
ally to cast down their brethren and rule over them as 
Demon Emperor.

SEARING CLAW OF THE DEVIL-TIGER
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still or Back; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Searing Claw of the Devil-
Tiger; Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Yamajin’s hand burns with bilious emerald flames 
as she unleashes a vicious claw-strike to her opponent, sear-
ing both flesh and soul. This technique defeats Grapples. 
It is immune to Reversal.

Heart-Rending Claw (••••, 3xp): If this technique 
causes the opponent to lose a Health Stock, they must also 
check for Stagger on the next round.

HELL ECHO KIAI
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Hell Echo Kiai; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Filling his lungs with tainted ki, the Yamajin unleashes 
an echoing roar or piercing scream, which beats at the air 
and hammers the ki of living things. This attack defeats 
Aerial techniques. 

EMERALD ANGEL UNFURLING
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Emerald Angel Unfurling; Dam-
age: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Twin wings of viridian flame sweep the Yamajin high 
into the air, propelling her into her opponent with bone-
shaking force. This technique defeats Projectiles.

GREEN SUN NIMBUS FLARE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Green Sun Nimbus Flare; 
Damage: Stamina + 2 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

The Yamajin levitates into the air, unleashing her full 
infernal aura as a searing emerald corona which burns any 
foolish enough to assault her. This attack defeats Grapples.

Kissed by Hellish Noon (•••••, 5xp): Green Sun 
Nimbus Flare is applied against all Close enemies.

EARTH-SCOURGING BLAST
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Earth-Scourging Blast; Dam-
age: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Filling her palm with emerald flames, the Yamajin 
sweeps her hand out, sending a skittering burst of hellish 
power racing along the ground toward an opponent, to 
explode on contact. This attack defeats Rushes.

Devil Rebuke (••, 2xp): When this technique erupts, 
it forces the opponent Back.

HELL DRIVER
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + 2 + Hell Driver; Damage: 
Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Yamajin’s body collapses into a stream of tainted ki, 
trailing behind a terrible rune-marked fist, which flies into 
her opponent with lethal force. This attack defeats Strikes.

SINNER-SKINNING GRASP
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Sinner-Skinning Grasp; Dam-
age: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 3)

The Yamajin takes hold of an opponent, and tears deep 
gouges into her flesh with burning, iron-hard hands. This 
gruesome attack defeats Defensive techniques.
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Flaying Winds (•••, 6xp): Upon releasing the op-
ponent, the flaying winds of the Hell of Being Skinned 
Alive bear the target aloft, inflicting one die of additional 
damage and flinging them Back.

LITANY OF LOST SOULS
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Litany of Lost Souls; Damage: 
Stamina + 2 – opponent’s Strength (min 2)

The Yamajin surges forward, slamming a clawed hand 
over her opponent’s brow. Sending a pulse of tainted ki 
into her opponent’s crown chakra, she ignites his body in 
emerald flames and momentarily fills his soul with the tor-
ments of Yomi Wan. This attack defeats Rushes.

Shattered Soul Revelations (•••, 3xp): If this attack 
inflicts three or more points of damage, the opponent also 
loses a Willpower point.

AGONY-SAVORING POSTURE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Agony-Savoring Posture; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Coiling herself into a tight defensive stance, the 
Yamajin tastes her opponent’s suffering and unleashes it 
in a vicious counterstrike, igniting her foe’s body with a 
rush of tainted ki. This attack’s minimum damage becomes 

2 if the character has already lost two Health Stocks, or 
3 if they have already lost four. It defeats Strikes and is 
immune to Reversal.

THE TEMPEST OF INWARD FOCUS
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + The Tempest of Inward Focus; 
Damage: None

Stealing the fighting spirit from an opponent’s blocked 
attack, the Yamajin refines it in the burning cauldron of 
her tainted ki, focusing herself toward victory. Successfully 
using this technique grants one point each of health, ki, 
and overdrive. It defeats Rushes.

Hell Focus Cauldron (••, 4xp): The Tempest of 
Inward Focus grants one additional point of ki.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: DEMON 
EMPEROR SHINTAI
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + 2 + Demon Emperor Shintai; 
Damage: None

The Yamajin’s body dissolves in a blaze of emerald fire; 
when the inferno dies away, she wears a new form befit-
ting her infernal majesty. Horns, claws, long fangs, lashing 
tails, black devil-armor, third eyes, and other such infernal 
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features are common, though each Yamajin’s devil form is 
ultimately unique.

Unlike other Overdrive Techniques, Demon Em-
peror Shintai does not inflict damage on the Yamajin’s 
opponent, nor deprive them of a Health Stock. Instead, 
it empowers the Yamajin’s body, granting +3 to Strength, 
Dexterity, and Stamina. This form persists until the 
Yamajin loses a Health Stock. Demon Emperor Shintai 
defeats Grapples.

DRAGON-BLOODED 
TECHNIQUES

The Ryuujin recognize five lineages of descent, and 
employ numerous ki-binding styles, each granting control 
over a different primal element.

AIR DRAGON STYLE
Ryuujin of the Air Aspect use their ki to stir the very 

air itself into a devastating weapon. Ryuujin may not learn 
Lightning Binding techniques until they have at least three 
Air techniques at ratings of •• or more.

AIR BINDING: KNIFE-WIND STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll:  Dexterity + Knife-Wind Strike; 
Damage: Dexterity + 1 – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

The Ryuujin makes a series of tight, lashing kicks and 
knife-edge hand and elbow strikes, the attacking edges of 
his limbs wreathed in concentrated wedges of wind. These 
attacks beat Rush techniques.

LIGHTNING BINDING: 
SKY-BREAKING KICK
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still or Back; Type: Strike
Clash Roll:  Dexterity + Sky-Breaking Kick; 
Damage: Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin executes a blazingly fast back flip kick, 
carrying herself high into the air. Lightning erupts from the 
ground to the sky in the wake of her slashing heel, defeating 
Aerial techniques.

AIR BINDING: AIR DRAGON SCREAM
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + 2 + Air Dragon Scream; Damage: 
Dexterity – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

Concentrating ki and wind between his hands, the 
Ryuujin hurls a cannon-shot of solidified winds with a howl 
like an angry dragon. In addition to inflicting damage, a 
successful hit blows opponents off their feet and disorients 
them, causing them to lose two dice from their next Clash. 
This attack defeats Strikes.

Air Bullet Style (•••, 4xp): Add an additional die to 
Clashes against other Projectiles.

LIGHTNING BINDING: SKY-FIRE STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Sky-Fire Strike; Damage: Dex-
terity + 1 – opponent’s Strength (min 2)

Folding her hands together, the Ryuujin channels the 
ki of the air and the earth through her lungs and feet and 
into her fingertips, releasing it as a bolt of lightning. This 
attack defeats Defensive techniques.

Nerve-Biting Dragon Strike (••, 4xp): On a successful 
hit, Sky-Fire Strike also removes one die from the target’s 
next Clash roll.

AIR BINDING: KATABATIC WIND-CLAW
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Katabatic Wind-Claw; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

Wheeling through the air, the Ryuujin surrounds 
himself in slashing claws of solidified wind. This technique 
defeats Projectiles.

Air Dragon’s Embrace (•, 3xp): The technique’s hard-
ened air-barrier adds an additional die to Clashes against 
other Aerial techniques.

AIR BINDING: DRAGON CANNON RUSH
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Stamina + Dragon Cannon Rush; Damage:
Dexterity + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Wrapping himself in a blast of powerful winds, the 
Ryuujin hurls himself forward, delivering a devastating 
elbow or knee strike that folds his opponent double, 
before releasing his winds to batter them. This attack 
defeats Grapples.

Hurricane Rebuke Refinement (•••, 4xp, ex-
clusive): This attack may hurl opponents Back if the 
Ryuujin wishes.

Dragon Rail Strike (•••, 4xp, exclusive): Dragon 
Cannon Rush adds two dice to Clashes against Strikes.

LIGHTNING BINDING: 
RACING LIGHTNING METHOD
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 3 + Racing Lightning Method; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin flashes forward in a crackling corona of 
lightning, driving an electrified palm into the opponent’s 
chest. This technique defeats Strikes and knocks the op-
ponent Back.

Electric Heart Strike (•••, 3xp): The technique adds 
one to its damage.
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AIR BINDING: HOWLING GALE TOSS
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Howling Gale Toss; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

A series of quick grabs creates ki anchor points on 
the opponent’s body, at which point the Ryuujin steps 
back as he commands the wind to batter the opponent 
about before finally hurling them away. The opponent 
is too disoriented to use a Projectile in the next round 
without spending one Willpower to do so, and is forced 
Back from the Ryuujin. Howling Gale Toss defeats De-
fensive techniques.

Wind Step Grapple (••, 3xp): The technique’s move-
ment type becomes Mid/Advance or Still.

AIR BINDING: CYCLONE WINDS 
DEFENSE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Cyclone Winds Defense; 
Damage: None

The Ryuujin whirls his limbs in a quick, elegant kata 
around himself, stirring the wind into a cyclone shield sur-
rounding his body. Successfully employing this technique 
adds one to the Ryuujin’s Dexterity and Stamina for the 
purpose of resisting damage until his next Health Stock 
breaks. Multiple activations of Cyclone Winds Defense 
do not stack. This technique defeats Projectiles. Cyclone 
Winds Defense is immune to Reversal.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: THUNDER 
CYCLONE BURST
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Thunder Cyclone Burst; 
Damage: Dexterity + 4 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Rooting himself in an ancient stance, the Ryuujin 
unleashes his ki in a devastating tempest, surrounding 
himself with a roaring whirlwind crackling with lightning. 
This Overdrive maneuver defeats Aerial techniques and 
Grapples, knocks opponents Back, and if it should Hit 
Trade, goes to a Clash instead.

EARTH DRAGON STYLE
Ryuujin of the Earth Aspect may order the very bones 

of the earth itself to stir in response to their ki. Ryuujin 
may not learn Metal techniques until they have at least 
three Earth techniques at ratings of •• or more, and all 
Metal techniques require a substantial source of nearby 
metal to act upon.

EARTH BINDING: 
WHISTLING STONE ATEMI
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike

Clash Roll: Dexterity + Whistling Stone Atemi; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Using his ki to draw a stone from the earth to orbit his 
fist, the Ryuujin makes a devastating attack, automatically 
defeating Grapples.

METAL BINDING: 
STEEL AVALANCHE STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Stamina + Steel Avalanche Strike; 
Damage: Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Executing a rolling axe kick, the Ryuujin drags a 
heavy metallic object along in his leg’s arc, smashing 
anything above or ahead of him. This attack defeats 
Aerial techniques.

EARTH BINDING: 
EXPLODING EARTH TECHNIQUE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + Exploding Earth Technique; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Ryuujin drives his fist or heel into the ground, 
causing an eruption of stone and debris beneath the feet 
of his opponent. This attack defeats Rushes.

Earthquake Step (••••, 6xp, exclusive): This attack 
also applies itself to all close opponents who attack the 
Ryuujin during the round.

Erupting Earth Method (••••, 5xp, exclusive): Using 
a more powerful strike, the technique adds two additional 
dice to its damage.

EARTH BINDING: EARTHSHOCK STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Stamina + Earthshock Strike; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Rooting his feet in the earth, the Ryuujin’s ki propels 
him into his opponent, releasing him to deliver an elbow 
strike amidst an eruption of stone. The martial artist may 
even draw himself momentarily down into the earth during 
this attack, allowing it to defeat Projectiles.

Earth Ward Attitude (••, 4xp): Projectiles which 
should defeat the technique Clash against it instead if used 
at a distance.

EARTH BINDING: 
EARTH DRAGON FANG KOSHINAGE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Earth Dragon Fang Koshinage; 
Damage: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin grasps his opponent and hip tosses him. 
At the same moment, his foot stamps the ground, raising 
up a fang of stone, onto which the opponent is brutally 
slammed. This attack defeats Defensive techniques.
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METAL BINDING: 
STEEL ARMS RESTRAINT
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength – 1 + Steel Arms Restraint; 
Damage: Stamina – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin binds metal into a cage, restraining his 
opponent. In addition to inflicting damage, this technique 
forces the opponent to check for Stagger in the next round. 
It defeats Defensive techniques.

EARTH BINDING: 
EARTH SCALE FORTIFICATION
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Earth Scale Fortification; 
Damage: None

The Ryuujin pulls up the ground around himself, creat-
ing a momentary protective shell. Successfully executed, this 
technique restores 2 ki or health points. It automatically 
defeats Strikes, and is immune to Reversal.

EARTH BINDING: 
CLAWS OF THE EARTH DRAGON
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Claws of the Earth Dragon; 
Damage: None

With a mighty kiai, the Ryuujin punches his fists 
and feet into the earth. If successful, when he draws them 
forth, they are sheathed in flexible stone, granting all of 
his attacks +1 damage until his next Health Stock breaks. 
This technique doesn’t stack, or automatically defeat any 
technique type.

Earthen Unity Prana (•, 2xp): The Technique uses 
the higher of Strength or Stamina for Clash rolls.

METAL BINDING: 
IRON CLAW TECHNIQUE
Cost: 1 wp; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Iron Claw Technique; Damage: None

With a mighty kiai, the Ryuujin punches his fists into 
some large source of metal, such as a fire door or engine 
block, and withdraws them sheathed in steel. This grants 
all of his attacks +2 damage until his next Health Stock 
breaks. This technique doesn’t stack, or automatically defeat 
any technique type, and is incompatible with Claws of the 
Earth Dragon.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: AS IN THE 
BEGINNING
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + As In the Beginning; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The Ryuujin smashes his fist into the earth, causing 
a massive explosion of stone and debris, and creating a 
localized earthquake. The attack is applied against all
opponents, both near and distant, in the current battle. 
It defeats Rushes.

FIRE DRAGON STYLE
Ryuujin of the Fire Aspect harness their ki to project 

spiritual flames. Ryuujin may not learn Shadow techniques 
until they have at least three Fire techniques at ratings of 
•• or more.

FIRE BINDING: FIRE DRAGON FIST
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Fire Dragon Fist; 
Damage: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Ryuujin lashes out with a snap punch or kick, a 
gout of flame erupting from the strike to scorch opponents. 
This attack defeats Grapples.

Fire Kata Mastery (•••••, 7xp): Fire Dragon Fist 
adds an additional die to all Clashes against near opponents.

FIRE BINDING: INFERNO KICK
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Inferno Kick; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin unleashes a savage, wheeling kick, sending 
an arc of flame billowing toward his opponent. This attack 
defeats other Strikes.

Ring of Fire (••••, 6xp): This attack now applies 
against all near opponents.

FIRE BINDING: 
BREATH OF THE FIRE DRAGON
Cost: 1 ki or 1wp; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Breath of the Fire Dragon; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Concentrating his fiery ki in his stomach, the Ryuujin 
expels a long streamer of flame from his mouth with a mighty 
roar. This attack defeats Rushes.

SHADOW BINDING: 
SMOKE FOLLOWS FIRE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Smoke Follows Fire; 
Damage: None

Wheeling his arms through the air, the Ryuujin un-
leashes a wave of flame at his opponent—which darkens 
into a miasma of murky shadows upon impact. This attack 
inflicts no damage, but subtracts four dice from the oppo-
nent’s next Clash. It defeats Defensive techniques.

Clinging Shadows (••, 3xp): If the opponent uses a 
Projectile technique in the round after being struck with 
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Smoke Follows Fire, that Projectile cannot be automatically 
Victorious against any technique; at best, it may Clash.

FIRE BINDING: 
LASHING DRAGON TAIL TECHNIQUE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Lashing Dragon Tail Technique; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin hurls himself into a high curling arc, slash-
ing his heel down at his opponent’s head, trailing an arc of 
flame behind it. In addition to inflicting damage, a successful 
strike scorches and disorients the opponent, subtracting two 
dice from his next Clash. This attack defeats Projectiles.

Double Lash Technique (•••, 5xp): If a successful 
use of this move is followed up in the next round by an-
other Lashing Dragon Tail Technique, its damage becomes 
Strength + 2 (min 3).

FIRE BINDING: 
EARTH-SCORCHING VOLCANO STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Earth-Scorching Volcano Strike; 
Damage: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Ryuujin explodes forward, dragging a fist low to 
the ground and leaving a trail of smoke and flame in its 
wake; upon reaching his opponent, he explodes from the 
ground into the air in a curling, burning uppercut which 
sends a wave of flame rolling forward. This attack defeats 
Aerial techniques. It is immune to Reversal.

SHADOW BINDING: 
FLAME-CHASED IMAGE ASSAULT
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Flame-Chased Image Assault; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

Executing a complex kata, the Ryuujin sends his shadow 
racing at his opponent, its heart carrying a core of burn-
ing flames, to explode on impact. If used from a distance, 
this technique is vulnerable to Close attacks—the shadow 
may be struck, though it only transmits a fragment of the 
injury inflicted back to its owner. Used from a distance in 
this fashion, if Flame-Chased Image Assault is defeated by 
a Close Clash or Close Victorious technique, the winning 
technique cannot inflict more than two points of damage. 
This attack defeats Grapples.

FIRE BINDING: DRAGON NEST SLAM
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Dragon Nest Slam; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Locking his opponent up in a two-armed hold, the 
Ryuujin stomps the earth, creating a red-hot crater, and 

then slams his enemy into it. Dragon Nest Slam defeats 
Defensive techniques.

Swift Talons Tactic (••, 5xp): The technique’s move-
ment becomes Mid/Advance or Still.

FIRE BINDING: 
BURNING SCALES DEFENSE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Burning Scales Defense; 
Damage: None

The Ryuujin presents a powerful defense, his spiritual 
aura burning around him like banked embers. If success-
ful, all of his ki is restored. Burning Scales Defense doesn’t 
automatically defeat any technique type.

SHADOW BINDING: SMOKING MIRROR
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Smoking Mirror; 
Damage: Dexterity + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The opponent strikes the fighter only to discover she 
has hit nothing but smoke and shadow. A moment later, the 
Ryuujin launches a devastating counter-strike from amidst 
the dissipating shadows. This technique defeats Strikes.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
FLAME AND SHADOW DANCE
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Flame and Shadow Dance; 
Damage: Dexterity + 5 – opponent’s Stamina (min 3)

Seizing the opponent in an immobilizing hold, the 
Ryuujin’s ki pulses out into all nearby shadows, animating 
them into likenesses of himself. Each of these dozen shadow 
assassins charges the helpless opponent, striking them and 
exploding into a torrent of flame, until the opponent is utterly 
defeated. This attack defeats Rushes and Defensive techniques.

WATER DRAGON STYLE
Ryuujin of the Water Aspect ink mystical tattoos 

containing water from the purest of sacred springs into 
their arms, releasing the tattoos as bands of free-flowing 
water when they fight. Nearby water sources may provide 
even greater opportunities. For a water source to be useful 
to this style, it must be within 50 feet, at least as large as a 
full bathtub, or as pervasive as a rainy day. Ryuujin may not 
learn Ice techniques until they have at least three Water 
techniques at ratings of •• or more. Ice techniques do not 
require a source of water, condensing ice out of moisture 
in the air and the Ryuujin’s own ki.

WATER BINDING: 
LASHING WATER DRAGON TAIL
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Strike
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Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Lashing Water Dragon Tail; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Twisting water into a liquid whip, the Ryuujin lashes 
out at his opponent. This attack adds two dice to its Damage 
if a useful water source is nearby. It defeats Rushes.

Savage Dragon Braid (••, 4xp): The attack’s damage 
becomes Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 2).

WATER BINDING: 
WATER DRAGON SURGE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Water Dragon Surge; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin sweeps himself into the air high atop a 
wave, then crests and falls down upon his enemy with a slash-
ing knee or elbow strike. If a useful water source is nearby, 
the damage is raised by one. This attack defeats Projectiles.

ICE BINDING: HAILSTORM SLASH
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Hailstorm Slash; Damage: 
Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The fighter leaps high, slashing an arm through the 
air, and rains down her ki upon the opponent in the form 
of slashing ice daggers. This attack defeats Projectiles. It is 
immune to Reversal.

WATER BINDING: 
BATTERING WAVE KATA
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Battering Wave Kata; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Strength (min 1).

The Ryuujin sweeps his palms forward, exhaling, and 
sends a great wave surging forward to strike down his enemy. 
If a useful water source is nearby, the damage is raised by 
two. This attack defeats Defensive techniques.

Crashing Tsunami Force (•••, 5xp): When it de-
feats Defensive techniques, this attack’s Damage becomes 
Dexterity (min 1).

WATER BINDING: 
DRAGON SPIRAL STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Dragon Spiral Strike; 
Damage: Dexterity + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin hurls herself toward her opponent, sur-
rounding herself in a lashing spiral of water which stretches 
back from her attacking fist or foot to wreath her body. 
Upon impact, this aquatic typhoon slashes across the enemy 
with terrible force. If a useful water source is nearby, add 
two dice to this attack’s Clash rolls. Dragon Spiral Strike 
defeats Strikes.

ICE BINDING: SLIDE SWEEP
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Slide Sweep; Damage: Dex-
terity + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin throws herself into a power slide, icing 
the ground beneath herself as she goes, and then sweeps the 
opponent’s legs out from under him. In addition to inflicting 
damage, this attack causes the opponent to lose two dice 
from his next Clash roll. It defeats Grapples.

WATER BINDING: 
DROWNING DEPTHS KATA
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Drowning Depths Kata; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Ryuujin circles her opponent while executing a 
flowing kata. Water coalesces in a rippling orb around the 
opponent’s head and upper body, forcing itself into their 
lungs. In addition to doing damage, Drowning Depths Kata 
also inflicts a -2 penalty to the opponent’s next Clash. With 
a useful source of water nearby, this attack gains an addi-
tional two dice to Clashes. It defeats Defensive techniques.

ICE BINDING: BLOOD BINDING KATA
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Stamina + Blood Binding Kata; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Ryuujin seizes her opponent and floods her own 
ki into her opponent’s chakras, freezing the flow of blood 
and ki through his body. In addition to inflicting damage, 
this technique forces the opponent to check for Stagger in 
the next round. It defeats Strikes.

ICE BINDING: SHINING ICE GUARDIAN
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Shining Ice Guardian; 
Damage: None

The Ryuujin sweeps up a curtain of water before herself 
and freezes it into a jagged shield, protecting her from attacks. 
Successfully executed, this technique restores two health 
and one ki. Shining Ice Guardian defeats Aerial techniques.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
SEA-TOSSED STORM METHOD
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 4 + Sea-Tossed Storm Method; 
Damage: Dexterity - opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Whirling his arms in an intricate, furious kata, the 
Ryuujin stirs water into a howling storm of lashing whips 
and ice particulates around himself. This attack strikes 
all near opponents. It automatically defeats Rushes and 
Aerial techniques.
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WOOD DRAGON STYLE
Ryuujin of the Wood Aspect represent a living synthe-

sis of the other elements, and may learn and use any Air, 
Earth, Fire, or Water Binding techniques. The advanced 
techniques of Lightning, Metal, Shadow, and Ice are beyond 
their capabilities, however, as are the Overdrive Techniques 
of their brethren.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
WRATH OF THE LIVING ELEMENTS
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Stamina + 2 + Wrath of the Living Elements; 
Damage: Strength + 5 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Ryuujin’s ki erupts with the elements of Air, 
Earth, Fire, and Water. She stomps the ground, causing 
‘roots’ of water to ensnare her opponent, then issues a 
double palm-heel strike which fans blossoms of burning 
embers across the foe. A sudden kata ensnares the enemy 
in a cyclonic trunk of wind, whirling the flames and water 
into a liquid inferno, which is finally disrupted—explo-
sively—by a powerful strike by a fist wrapped in stony 
thorns. In addition to inflicting severe damage, this last 
strike knocks the opponent Back. This technique defeats 
Strikes and Grapples.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: FIVE-DRAGON 
FUSION METHOD
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + 2 + Wrath of the Living Elements; 
Damage: None

Air, Earth, Fire, and Water surge through the martial 
artist’s key meridians, suffusing her chakras. Her crown 
shines a clear, brilliant blue, while her feet glow with pure 
white ki. Her stomach gleams a deep black, while her fists 
shine blazing red. Her heart chakra, at the nexus of these 
energies, pulses with the emerald ki of life, at the point 
where the other elements combine. Until she next loses 
a Health Stock, the Ryuujin may draw on an unlimited 
wellspring of ki, and may execute all techniques at no 
cost. Unlike other Overdrive Techniques, successfully 
executing this technique does not deplete one of the 
opponent’s Health Stocks. It defeats Projectiles, which 
dissipate upon contact with the perfect storm of ki that 
is the martial artist’s body.

SIDEREAL TECHNIQUES
The Tennin possess ancient and otherworldly combat 

arts, designed by the shinma to rend spirits. Each Demon 
Saint’s instruction in these Devil Judgment techniques be-
gins shortly after his compact with the shinma, progressing 
through a series of eerie dreams and waking omens.

TERRESTRIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE WAKING DREAM
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Bridge of the Waking Dream; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Tennin takes a circular, weaving step toward her 
opponent, then applies a palm heel strike to the forehead. 
Strange, otherworldly visions briefly pulse before the op-
ponent’s eyes, clouding his ability to perceive his own ki. In 
addition to inflicting damage, Bridge of the Waking Dream 
prevents the target from spending ki during the next round. 
It defeats Rushes.

CELESTIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE JADE HARMONY
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Stamina + 2 + Bridge of the Jade Harmony; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Driving two fingers into her opponent’s crown chakra, 
the Tennin becomes the perfect receptacle for spiritual 
energies; the target’s ki, obligingly, flows into her body. 
In addition to inflicting damage, this technique causes 
the Tennin to drain two ki points from her opponent into 
herself. Bridge of the Jade Harmony defeats Rushes.

SIDEREAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE SCARLET PHOENIX
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + 4 + Bridge of the Scarlet Phoenix; 
Damage: Dexterity + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

THE CELESTIAL LADDER

Devil Judgment Style is highly formalized; the 
majority of its techniques progress through the wind-
ing path of the Celestial Ladder, being divided into 
Terrestrial, Celestial, and Sidereal techniques.

Terrestrial Techniques open the way, control-
ling and maneuvering opponents, and may be used 
at any time.

Celestial Techniques capitalize upon the foun-
dations built by Terrestrial Techniques, preparing 
the ki of the opponent for defeat. They may only be 
used in the round following the successful use of a 
Terrestrial Technique.

Finally, Sidereal Techniques are martial ma-
neuvers which ignite the ki conditions created by 
Celestial Techniques to devastating effect. They may 
only be used in the round following the successful use 
of a Celestial Technique.
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The Tennin unfolds her arms, raising them to the 
heavens, trailing wings of unfurling celestial flame from 
her fingertips. These flames burn away all spiritual illusion, 
frighten the unquiet dead, and inflict righteous agony on 
the wicked. This attack defeats Aerial techniques. It is 
immune to Reversal.

TERRESTRIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE MIRROR
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Bridge of the Mirror; Dam-
age: Dexterity + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Leaping into the air, the Tennin moves through the 
spaces-between-spaces, strange dimensions understood only 
by the shinma. Her body seems to shatter as would light 
passing through a prism, appearing momentarily to strike 
at the opponent from seven directions almost at once. This 
attack defeats other Aerial techniques.

PRAYER BINDING
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Prayer Binding; Damage: 
Stamina – opponent’s Dexterity (min 2)

Raising a hand and channeling the power of the shinma, 
the Tennin causes an ethereal prayer strip to flutter into 
existence between her fingers, then hurls it toward her op-
ponent. In addition to inflicting damage, the prayer strip 
causes the opponent’s next technique to become Still. This 
attack defeats Defensive techniques.

Threefold Prayer Binding (•, 3xp): If used after a 
Terrestrial Technique, Prayer Binding also removes two 
dice from the target’s next Clash roll.

Eightfold Prayer Binding (•••, Threefold Prayer 
Binding, 3xp): If used after a Celestial Technique, Prayer 
Binding incorporates the benefits of Threefold Prayer 
Binding and also inflicts an additional two dice of damage.

Thousandfold Prayer Binding (•••••, Eightfold 
Prayer Binding, 3xp): If used after a Sidereal Technique, 
Prayer Binding incorporates the benefits of Threefold and 
Eightfold Prayer Binding, and also forces the opponent to 
check for Stagger in the next turn.

SIDEREAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE DRAGON EMPEROR
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Stamina + 3 + Bridge of the Dragon Emper-
or; Damage: Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Strength (min 3)

Summoning up the infinite power of the Celestial 
River which winds between Heaven, Earth, and the starry 
vault, the Tennin borrows the aspect of its rulers, the 
dragon kings. She hurls a great rolling wave of prismatic 
energy which freezes her opponent’s chakras—in addition 
to suffering damage, the opponent’s next technique which 

should restore health or ki fails to do so. This attack defeats 
Rushes. It is immune to Reversal.

CELESTIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE BLACK SERPENT
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Bridge of the Black Serpent; 
Damage: Stamina + 2 – opponent’s Strength (min 2)

The Tennin blurs forward, wrapped in the darkness 
of the night sky, to discharge this cold darkness through a 
strike to the opponent’s solar plexus. In addition to inflicting 
damage, this attack poisons the target’s ki, inflicting one 
additional die of damage each subsequent round until the 
opponent loses a Health Stock or damages the Tennin. 
This attack defeats Grapples.

SIDEREAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE DEVIL FIGHTER
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 5 + Bridge of the Devil Fighter; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Trusting to destiny and the shinma to guide her fist, 
the Tennin lands a perfect blow. In addition to suffering 
damage, the opponent automatically suffers Stagger in the 
next round without a check. This attack defeats Defensive 
techniques. It is immune to Reversal.

CELESTIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE CELESTIAL GODS
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + 3 + Bridge of the Celestial Gods; 
Damage: Stamina – opponent’s Strength (min 2)

Grasping the opponent’s head and forcing him to bow, 
the Tennin brands a celestial mark of judgment upon his 
enemy’s back, stripping away his earthly might, so that he 
has only his martial learning to rely upon. In addition to 
inflicting damage, Bridge of the Celestial Gods causes the 
opponent’s next Clash to omit all Attributes from its dice 
pool calculation. It defeats Strikes.

TERRESTRIAL TECHNIQUE: 
BRIDGE OF THE RESILIENT CAT
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Bridge of the Resilient Cat; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Moving with a sophisticated and unnatural grace, the 
Tennin weaves around an opponent’s attack, retaliating with 
a knife-edge strike which impedes the flow of ki through 
the attacker’s chakras. In addition to suffering damage, 
the opponent cannot use the defeated technique during 
the next round. The Demon Saint’s counterstrike need 
not actually touch the opponent’s flesh; it is the offending 
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technique that the Tennin targets, and thus the Bridge of 
the Resilient Cat defeats Projectiles.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
DEVIL JUDGMENT ART
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 3 + Devil Judgment Art; 
Damage: Dexterity + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Launching a flurry of pressure point strikes, the Tennin 
impedes and detonates her opponent’s ki, causing brilliant 
multihued eruptions of energy to devastate his body. Used 
in the round after successfully deploying a Sidereal Tech-
nique, this attack’s minimum damage becomes (Dexterity 
+ 3). It defeats Grapples.

LUNAR TECHNIQUES
The fighting arts of the Okami harness their immortal 

ki and their bestial half-spirit bodies to devastating effect. 
Okami share a body of common techniques dating back to 
the very beginning of the martial arts, and these are often 
the only fighting arts they need to learn.

CLAW STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still or Back; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Claw Strike; Damage: Strength + 
3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Okami lashes out with her savage claws, lacerat-
ing the opponent with a powerful strike. This technique 
defeats Rushes.

Bloody Fervor (••, 3xp): Each time the Okami suc-
cessfully lands a Claw Strike, she adds one die to her next 
Clash. This bonus stacks with itself, but resets once she 
actually rolls a Clash.

REAPING STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Reaping Strike; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Using her powerful legs to propel herself into the air, the 
Okami lashes out with a circular claw strike, savaging any foolish 
enough to attack her. This attack defeats Aerial techniques.

Reaping Kick (•••, 4xp): The Okami follows up her 
circular claw strike with a spin-kick, adding one to the 
technique’s damage and knocking the opponent Back.

BEAST CANNON
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Beast Cannon; 
Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Tensing all of her muscles, the Okami hurls herself 
into the air, curled into a tight ball. This compact mass 
strikes the opponent with devastating force, automatically 
defeating Projectiles.

Beast Kick (•••, 4xp, exclusive): The Okami uncoils 
into a double-legged kick at the last moment, inflicting an 
extra die of damage.

Stunning Roll (•••, 4xp, exclusive): The full bulk of 
the Okami landing on her opponent stuns him; in addition 
to suffering damage, the opponent loses one die from his 
next Clash roll.

AIR DANCE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Air Dance; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Okami erupts high into the air in a flash of argent 
ki, slamming down on top of her opponent with claws. The 
opponent loses two dice from his next Clash roll from the bone-
jarring impact. Air Dance automatically defeats Projectiles.

MOONLIGHT CLAWS
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 3 + Moonlight Claws; 
Damage: Dexterity – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

Focusing her fighting spirit into her claws, the Okami 
slashes the air, sending crescent boomerangs of ki slashing 
wildly toward an opponent. This attack defeats Rushes. It 
is immune to Reversal.

OKAMI SPIRIT SHAPE

Incarnated Okami are capable of suppressing 
their bestial spirit-features, becoming indistinguish-
able from the mortals around them. However, when 
doing so, their Lunar Techniques become unavail-
able—to gain access to these potent techniques, 
they must resume their spirit shape. Conversely, the 
powerful instincts and feral body of an Okami in his 
true form cannot make use of regimented Martial 
Arts Style Techniques—only Basic Techniques and 
Lunar Techniques are available.

An Okami may assume his true form in the 
middle of a battle reflexively—the fighter’s spirit 
features erupt through his mortal seeming in a 
flood of argent ki. Suppressing spirit features during 
combat is much more difficult, requiring a round 
spent concentrating on forcing the features into 
suppression, and a successful Strength + Stamina 
roll (difficulty 3). The Okami is vulnerable during 
this transformation; any technique directed at him 
automatically succeeds if its Range is valid.

An Okami in his true form adds one dot to an 
Attribute of the player’s choice, selected during 
character generation.
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Moonlight Slaughter (•••••, 6xp): If Moonlight 
Claws strikes an opponent attempting to use an Advance 
or Back technique, it inflicts (Dexterity x 2) – opponent’s 
Stamina (min 1) damage.

BEAST RUSH
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + Beast Rush; Damage: Strength + 
2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Okami throws himself into a forward roll, uncoil-
ing into a powerful kick at the last moment. This attack 
defeats Strikes.

Beast Pounce (•, 3xp): The Okami follows up Beast 
Rush by striking his downed opponent, adding one to the 
attack’s damage.

BEAST SWEEP
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 2 + Beast Sweep; 
Damage: Strength – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Okami throws herself into a low, vicious slide, 
kicking her opponent’s knees to take his legs out from 
under him. In addition to suffering damage, the opponent’s 
next technique automatically becomes Still. This attack 
defeats Grapples.

SAVAGE MONKEY METHOD
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Savage Monkey Method; Dam-
age: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The Okami grasps and savages her opponent, biting 
and clawing. This defeats Defensive techniques.

RESILIENCE OF THE BEAR
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + Resilience of the Bear; Damage: None

The Okami concentrates his ki into his half-spirit 
flesh, fortifying himself and recovering from injury. Used 
successfully, this technique restores 4 health points. It does 
not automatically defeat any technique types.

Ox-Body Technique (•••, 4xp): When the Okami suc-
cessfully uses this technique, she also adds one to her Strength 
and Stamina for the purpose of resisting the next attack that 
strikes her. This benefit does not stack, and if she is next 
struck by an attack resisted by Dexterity, the bonus is wasted.

CUNNING SERPENT COUNTERSTRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Cunning Serpent Coun-
terstrike; Damage: Dexterity + [Special] – opponent’s 

Dexterity (min 1)Dexterity (min 1)

Dexterity (min 1)
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Swaying with animalistic grace, the martial artist coils 
around an incoming attack, responding with a devastating 
strike of her own. This attack has a damage bonus equal to 
the number of successes the opponent gained on her Clash 
roll. It does not automatically defeat any type of technique.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
FULL MOON FRENZY
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + 4 + Full Moon Frenzy; 
Damage: Strength + 3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 2)

The Okami erupts toward his opponent, argent ki blazing 
and howling in whirling claw-strike patterns around his at-
tacking limbs as he launches a deadly combo of slashes, kicks, 
and strikes. Full Moon Frenzy defeats Rushes and Grapples.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
MOON CRESCENT SLASH
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 3 + Moon Crescent Slash; 
Damage: Dexterity + 1 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

The Okami floods her killing intent into her claws, causing 
them to burn with an unearthly aurora of ki, then slashes wildly 
at the air. A great wheeling crescent of deadly ki whirls out at 
the opponent, then returns to the Okami. If this technique is 
successful, it inflicts its damage again on the following turn. 
It defeats other Projectiles and Defensive techniques.

ABYSSAL TECHNIQUES
The killing saints and immortal slayers of the Shinigami 

blend mortal martial arts with killing techniques stretch-
ing back to prehistory. Shinigami use these techniques to 
avenge affronts against the balance of the Earth, slaying 
unruly spirits and martial artists alike.

BANISHING STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Strength + Banishing Strike; Damage: 
Stamina + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Shinigami lays in a tight, powerful palm heel thrust 
against his opponent’s chest. Ebon ki whirls and howls as 
it carries the opponent back through the air, slamming 
them to the ground and knocking them Back. This attack 
defeats Grapples.

Binding Strike (•••, 4xp): The opponent may not 
use an Advance Technique in the round after being struck 
with Banishing Strike.

CRASHING SHADOW STRIKE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Strike
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Crashing Shadow Strike; Dam-
age: Strength + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Shinigami slaps his palms against the ground, 
then raises them quickly into the air. In response to the 
call of his silent ki, the uttermost darkness of the earth 
rises up in a silent flood, chilling the muscles and bones of 
the opponent caught within the black pillar. In addition 
to inflicting damage, the opponent loses three dice from 
his next Clash roll. This attack defeats Aerial techniques.

Shadow Blinding Method (••, 3xp): When Crashing 
Shadow Strike defeats an Aerial Technique, the opponent 
loses one ki point.

SHADOW STEP: DEATH FROM ABOVE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Aerial
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Shadow Step: Death From 
Above; Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Disappearing in a sudden rush of shadows, the Shini-
gami drops down from above her opponent with a powerful 
knife-edge strike to the collarbone, sending down a surge of 
ki that binds the target to the earth. In addition to inflicting 
damage, the opponent’s next technique is automatically 
Still. This attack defeats Projectiles.

MU KEN
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Mu Ken; Damage: Stamina + 
3 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Shinigami expels all breath from his lungs, pauses, 
and then strikes the air with a single fist. The killing intent 
of this strike surges invisibly through the air to savage the 
ki of his opponent; individuals slain by this technique often 
seem to have died of heart failure or some other catastrophic 
breakdown within their body. Mu Ken defeats Defensive 
techniques. It is immune to Reversal.

Guttering Flame (•••••, 5xp): In addition to inflict-
ing damage, Mu Ken causes the opponent to lose one ki point.

ABYSSAL REAPER STRIKE
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Strength + Abyssal Reaper Strike; Damage: 
Dexterity + 2 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

Rushing forward in a surge of shadows, the Shinigami 
throws a curving elbow strike at the opponent, trailing a 
blade of entropic ki behind the strike. This attack defeats 
Strikes, and when it does so, counts as two steps toward 
Staggering the opponent.

GRAND EMPEROR GUILLOTINE KICK
Cost: —; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Grand Emperor Guillotine 
Kick; Damage: Strength + 1 – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

The Shinigami flips toward the opponent with an over-
head kick, his heel trailing screaming shadows.  In addition 
to inflicting damage, this technique removes one die from 
the opponent’s next Clash roll. It defeats other Rushes.
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Absolute Execution (•••, 4xp): If a successful Grand 
Emperor Guillotine Kick is followed up by the same tech-
nique again, its Damage becomes (Strength x 2) – opponent’s 
Strength (min 3).

BREATH-STILLING TOUCH
Cost: —; Range: Close/Advance; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Breath-Stilling Touch; Damage: 
Stamina + 2 – opponent’s Strength (min 1)

The Shinigami lays a palm against his opponent’s 
forehead, spiking a pulse of ki into them that chills their 
fighting spirit. Each point of damage this attack inflicts 
also causes the opponent to lose one Overdrive point, to 
a minimum of 0 points. It defeats Defensive techniques.

BREATH-DRINKING TECHNIQUE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Close/Still; Type: Grapple
Clash Roll: Strength + Breath-Drinking Technique; 
Damage: Stamina – opponent’s Strength (min 3)

The Shinigami grasps his opponent in an iron embrace, 
then draws out her breath and life-force into his own lungs. 
Each point of damage inflicted by this attack restores one 
point of health to the Shinigami. This is the technique 
by which Shinigami most often prefer to destroy spirits. It 
defeats Defensive techniques.

BOTTOMLESS ABYSS DEFENSE
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still or Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Stamina + 1 + Bottomless Abyss Defense; 
Damage: None

The Shinigami crosses his arms in an impervious guard, 
radiating the inevitability of his success and the futility of 
battle against him. Should an attack directed against this 
technique fail to harm the Shinigami, the Shinigami regains 
one point of health, and the opponent loses one Willpower 
point. Bottomless Abyss Defense does not automatically 
defeat any technique type.

SHADOW STEP: SPIRIT RAVEN RETREAT
Cost: —; Range: Close/Back; Type: Defensive
Clash Roll: Dexterity + Shadow Step: Spirit Raven 
Retreat; Damage: None

Disappearing in a rush of fluttering shadows, the 
Shinigami fades back away from his opponent, reappearing 
at a distance and stealing some measure of the opponent’s 
ki in the process. Used successfully, this technique causes 
the opponent to lose one ki, and the Shinigami to gain two 
points of ki. It defeats Strikes.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
ABSOLUTE JUDGMENT
Cost: 1 ki; Range: Mid/Still; Type: Projectile
Clash Roll: Strength + 1 + Absolute Judgment; Damage:
Stamina + 3 – opponent’s Dexterity (min 1)

Raising his hand, the Shinigami calls upon the 
vengeance of the Earth, striking down his foe with a 
final, deadly judgment. Black lances of ki erupt from the 
shadows to pierce the foe, utterly chilling his soul. In 
addition to inflicting damage, this technique causes the 
opponent to lose all Overdrive points. It defeats Strikes 
and Defensive techniques.

OVERDRIVE TECHNIQUE: 
HEART-DRINKING PALM
Cost: 2 ki; Range: Mid/Advance; Type: Rush
Clash Roll: Dexterity + 1 + Heart-Drinking Palm; Dam-
age: Strength + 5 – opponent’s Stamina (min 1)

The Shinigami blurs forward, hand wreathed in a 
corona of screaming shadows, to latch this deadly black 
claw over his opponent’s heart. In addition to inflicting 
damage, Heart-Drinking Palm drains one ki and from 
the opponent and grants it to the Shinigami. It defeats 
Strikes and Rushes.
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